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vAbstract
Optical resonators are structures that spatially confine and temporally store light.
The use of such resonators continues to permeate throughout society as improve-
ments in their design and fabrication qualify them to fulfill an ever-increasing array
of technological and scientific applications. Traditionally, resonators have primar-
ily been used in lasers and as filters, and more recently have been utilized in other
areas including chemical sensing, spontaneous emission modulation, and quantum
electrodynamics experiments. In many of these applications, the functionalities of
the resonators are solely derived from the geometry and material composition of the
resonators themselves. The central theme of this thesis is the investigation of fur-
ther increasing a resonator’s functionality through its integration with fluidic and
polymeric materials.
The thesis begins with an investigation of integrating silicon ring resonators with
electro-optic polymer and liquid crystal in an effort to tune the resonators’ resonant
wavelengths. Although the electro-optic polymer efforts are a failure, we are able to
electrically tune the rings’ resonances using electrodes and the reorientation of liquid
crystal surrounding the resonators. We then take the knowledge and experience
acquired from these experiments and pursue the functionalization of photonic crystal
laser resonators, a relatively new class of microresonators constructed from a thin
slab of InGaAsP quantum well material with a periodic array of holes etched through
the slab. To this end, we first infiltrate the porous resonators with liquid crystal and
construct liquid crystal cells around the devices. We are then able to tune the lasing
wavelengths by reorienting the liquid crystal with a voltage applied across the cell.
Next, we devise a new photonic crystal cavity designed to optimally interact with
infiltrated birefringent materials, by supporting two orthogonally polarized high-Q
vi
modes. Again, we infiltrate the cavity with liquid crystal, but this time optically
control the liquid crystal orientation with a photoaddressable polymer film. By doing
so we are able to realize a fundamentally new laser tuning method by reversibly
Q-switching a resonator’s lasing mode between the two cavity modes and thereby
control the laser’s emission wavelength and polarization. The successful fluidic and
polymeric integration with optical resonators presented in this thesis demonstrates
some of the possible synergies that can be obtained with such integration and suggests
that further enhancements in resonator functionality is possible.
vii
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recombined at the output port. The amount of transmitted light can be
modulated by adjusting the accumulated phase difference between the
arms with an applied voltage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
2.3 Schematic illustration of lyotropic LCs and phases. (a) Amphiphilic
molecules (polar head with hydrocarbon tail) dissolved in water are an
example of lyotropic LCs. (b) At certain concentrations the molecules
self-organize into spherical micelles, which form to shield the hydrocar-
bon tails from the polar aqueous environment. Another stable config-
uration of amphiphilic molecules is the bilayer structure shown in (c).
These structures are routinely found in biology, of which a cell wall is
an example. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
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2.4 Schematic of three common LC phases. (a) Nematic phase exhibits
orientational order but no positional order. (b) Smectic phase possesses
additional positional order with the LC segregated into two-dimensional
planes. (c) Cholesteric phases exist with numerous variations, but a
defining characteristic is the LC organizes into spirals. . . . . . . . . . 9
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long axis. Light polarized parallel and orthogonal to the director expe-
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angle θ to the director experiences a refractive index given by equation
2.1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
2.6 Illustration of homogeneous and homeotropic LC alignment. (a) Homo-
geneous (planar) LC alignment can be induced by rubbing grooves into
a surface. (b) Homeotropic alignment can be induced by coating a sur-
face with surfactant molecules. If the density of surfactant molecules is
sufficiently low, then the LC molecules can fill the gaps in between them
and cause the LC molecules to orient parallel to the surfactant molecules. 12
2.7 Illustration of Freedericksz transition in LC. (a) Initially the LC features
homogeneous alignment. (b) When a voltage is applied across the LC
cell that exceeds the threshold voltage, the LC undergoes a Freedericksz
transition and aligns parallel to the field. Note the LC near the surfaces
are anchored, which inhibits the realignment. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
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2.8 Illustration of a twisted nematic LC spatial light modulator. The two
plates at the ends of the LC cell are rubbed in orthogonal directions.
In the absence of an applied voltage (a), the rubbed plates induce a
spiral orientation in the LC. Vertically polarized light enters the cell, and
the polarization rotates along with the rotation of the LC. Horizontally
polarized light exits the cell and passes through a horizontally oriented
polarizer. (b) When a voltage is applied across the cell and triggers a
Freedericksz transition, the polarization of the light traversing the cell
no longer rotates. Now the light is blocked by the second polarizer. In
effect, transmission of light through the cell can be modulated with an
applied voltage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
2.9 Schematic of PIM technique. Polarized light impinges upon a birefrin-
gent material. While traversing the sample, the ordinary and extraor-
dinary components experience different refractive indices and a phase
difference is accumulated between the two waves. The two waves are
combined and interfere at a second polarizer which is oriented orthogonal
to the initial polarization axis. The resulting interference pattern pro-
vides information regarding the sample’s birefringence, thickness, and
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our setup the light originates from above the sample, is reflected from
the bottom of the sample, traverses the sample again, and finally exits
at the top. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
2.10 Michel-Levy chart showing the possible colors observed when using white-
light illumination for PIM. The resulting color is not only a function of
the sample’s birefringence and thickness but is also dependent on the
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2.16 Optical microscopy image of electrodes and the corresponding electro-
static simulation of their generated electric field pattern. (a) Optical
image of first electrode design used for LC tuning of ring resonator ex-
periments. The rings could not be tuned with LC using this electrode
geometry. One possible explanation can be found in the electrostatic
simulations (b). The electrostatic simulation is a plot of the angular dif-
ference of the field direction and the ring’s radial axis. Blue corresponds
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unusual case, no tuning is expected due to LC aligning to the field,
and so new electrode geometries were designed and used. The resonator
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2.17 An SEM image of azimuthally-biased electrode configuration and the
associated electrostatic field simulation. (a) Scanning electron micro-
graph of fabricated electrodes designed to maximize the azimuthal field
component while minimizing the radial component. (b) Electrostatic
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2.19 Experimental realization of LC-mediated ring resonator tuning. (a) Plot
of collected transmitted power as a function of wavelength showing three
resonances. (inset) Close-up of resonance B taken with 0 V, 10 V, and
20 V applied across the electrodes. (b) Resonance tuning as a function
of voltage applied across the electrodes. All three resonances blue-shift
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tuning data, indicating the absence of a Freedericksz transition in the LC. 27
2.20 Plot of the resonance sensitivity to changes in the cladding refractive
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length monotonically decreases with increasing voltage, with the 0 V
trace being the far right and the 20 V trace being the far left. b) Lasing
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threshold, the LC is oriented homogeneously. b) Immediately above
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PC surface remains anchored to the surface. c) As the voltage is in-
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cally favorable to reorient and align parallel to the field. Note LC in
holes is drawn with a random orientation for convenience. The actual
orientation within the holes is not known, but numerous possibilities
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
Optical resonators are the cornerstone of many of today’s technologies, and their us-
age spans both scientific and commercial domains [1]. The extent to which resonators
pervade society can be seen even by confining one’s view to their use as the feedback
mechanism in lasers [2]. Simply put, lasers are everywhere. They are critical ele-
ments in DVD-ROMS, supermarket scanners, modern telecommunication systems,
laser guided weapons, printers, astronomy (atmospheric distortion correction), laser
pointers, fusion research, laser cooling and trapping, etc. Generally speaking, in these
and other applications the utility of a resonator is usually derived from its geometry,
quality, and the material comprising the resonator. As widely used and as impor-
tant as the standard resonators are, further improvement is possible by augmenting
these resonators with new materials. The central theme of this thesis is the investi-
gation and pursuit of increasing the functionality of optical resonators through their
integration with polymeric and fluidic materials.
Resonators can broadly be classified into two categories with the discerning char-
acteristic being how the light propagates within the resonators. Traveling-wave res-
onators are structures in which light propagates in cyclic orbits around the resonators.
Examples of such resonators include micro-spheres [3], toroids [4], and rings [5, 6].
Such resonators have been used in lasers [7], chemical sensors [8,9], and filters [10,11].
A silicon ring resonator is the first resonator system investigated in this thesis. The
second resonator classification is referred to as standing-wave resonators. In contrast
to traveling-wave resonators, light propagating in standing-wave resonators does not
travel in orbits but rather is reflected back upon itself, forming a standing optical
2wave. These resonators have also been used in chemical sensors [12] and filters [13]
but are most commonly used in lasers. Although a laser cavity can be constructed
using either type of resonator, the standing-wave resonator is the dominant form for
such a purpose. In its simplest incarnation, such a resonator can be assembled by
placing two aligned mirrors opposite each other [2,14,15]. Light trapped with the res-
onator reflects off one mirror and propagates to the second where it is reflected back
towards the first, enabling the process to begin anew. These “traditional” resonators
have been used not only for the development of the earliest ruby lasers, but also in
the later generations of lasers including the gas discharge, organic dye, excimer, and
solid state lasers [2]. The semiconductor-based implementations of these resonators
emerged in the 1970’s with the advent of dielectric stacks or “Bragg mirrors.” These
carefully engineered semiconductor heterostructures were first used to create the mir-
rors in miniature, distributed feedback lasers [2] and later as vertical cavity surface
emitting lasers (VCSELs) [16–18]. In some respects, the dielectric stacks, which rely
on Bragg reflection to confine the light within the resonator, are one-dimensional
photonic crystals (PCs) and are the precursor to the modern two-dimensional PC
cavities, the second type of resonator system investigated in this thesis [13].
The thesis begins with an investigation of various materials for use with traveling-
wave silicon ring resonators, which makes for the logical starting place for several
reasons. First of all, the ring resonator system is easier to characterize than the
other PC resonators. For example, unlike PC cavity resonances, a ring resonator’s
resonances are well described by analytic expressions. Secondly, many of the principles
and motivations behind integrating the rings with other materials carry over to the
PC resonators. Third, since it is relatively difficult to design and fabricate sufficiently
high-quality-factor (high-Q) PC resonators, we can use the ring resonators to perfect
the material integration and then transplant the knowledge and experience to the PC
cavity integration experiments.
In chapter 2 we discuss our efforts to integrate ring resonators with electro-optic
(EO) polymer and liquid crystal (LC), with the goal of electrically tuning the res-
onators’ resonant wavelengths [19]. Our initial attempt for electrical tuning involves
using EO polymer as the resonators’ cladding layer, but this method ultimately fails
3due to the polymer’s poling requirement. After encountering insurmountable difficul-
ties with the EO polymer integration, we switch to using LC as the cladding material
and tuning element. The LC integration is a success, and we are able to electrically
tune the resonators by realigning the LC in the cladding.
Chapter 3 discusses efforts to electrically tune PC laser cavities, supporting a single
high-Q mode, by infiltrating the porous structures with LC and constructing a LC
cell around the lasers [20]. As with tuning of the rings, the PC cavities are tuned by
realigning LC with electric fields. The existence of a Freedericksz transition in the LC
is verified, and its onset is found to coincide with the onset of tuning. The observed
laser tuning ranges are less than the range predicted by simulations. The laser tuning
behavior is believed to be dominated by the LC anchoring to surfaces. In particular,
the tuning range is decreased because the anchoring inhibits the LC from completely
aligning to the field in both the cladding layers and within the PC holes.
In chapter 4, we apply the principles of electrically tuned PC lasers to create
novel optically triggered Q-switched PC lasers [21]. The PC cavities enabling the
Q-switching of the lasers possess two orthogonally polarized high-Q cavity modes.
Due to the orthogonally polarized nature of the modes, the relative Qs of the modes
can be controlled by rotating the infiltrated LC. The rotation of the LC is the un-
derlying mechanism enabling the Q-switching of the lasers and selection of the lasing
mode. The Q-switching enables control over both the wavelength and the polariza-
tion emission from the lasers. Unlike in the previous chapters, the LC orientation is
not controlled electrically but rather it is optically controlled with a layer of photoad-
dressable polymer (PAP). The LC follows the orientation of the PAP which, in turn,
can be controlled with a polarized green laser.
Some final comments regarding organization are in order. Since the same res-
onators, material systems, and experimental techniques are used in multiple exper-
iments, they are introduced at the beginning of the chapter in which they first ap-
pear. For example, polarization interference microscopy (PIM) is used extensively in
chapters 3 and 4 but is introduced in chapter 2. Lastly, five external movie files are
referenced in the thesis. The movies are in QuickTime format and can be downloaded
from Caltech’s web site. A sequence of images taken from each movie is included as
4figures in the thesis for essential clarity, but viewing the more informative movies is
recommended.
5Chapter 2
Tuning Ring Resonators
In this chapter we introduce the ring resonator as the first resonator system under
investigation. Ring resonators are the appropriate starting point in this thesis due to
their relative simplicity. In many ways the ring resonator is the most straightforward
of the resonator systems, especially since many of the issues concerning polymeric and
fluidic integration are also relevant to the PC resonators (as discussed later in the the-
sis). The experience, knowledge, and methodology acquired from the ring resonator
tuning experiments are built upon in the later chapters. This chapter begins with an
introduction into the materials used for integration with the rings. The first section
briefly discusses the properties and fabrication procedures of EO polymer, the first
of the two materials integrated with the rings. Liquid crystal, the second material
integrated with the rings, is introduced in the next section with a discussion of its
physical and optical properties including their alignment behavior. Various aspects of
PIM, an experimental technique used in characterizing LC and birefringent materials
in general, is then discussed. Polarization interference microscopy is an extremely
useful tool for analyzing the behavior of our devices and resurfaces throughout the
thesis. Section 4 introduces the basic properties of ring resonators, the methodology
employed in tuning the resonators, and the device geometry used in the experiments.
Section 5 discusses issues with integrating the rings with EO polymer and LC. Ex-
perimental tuning results are presented at the end and the chapter concludes with a
discussion of future possible directions in the research.
6Figure 2.1: Schematic of EO polymer poling process. (a) Initially the polymer is randomly oriented.
To produce a nonzero, second order nonlinear optical response, the material’s centrosymmetry must
be broken. To realize this, the polymer is heated in the presence of a strong electric field (b). The
electric field aligns the polymer. (c) The alignment is stable when the sample is cooled.
2.1 Electro-Optic Polymer
Electro-optic polymer is polymer that exhibits second order optical nonlinearities.
The polymer’s refractive index can be changed upon application of an electric field.
The optical nonlinearities are created by charge transfer of the pi electrons [22] and so
the response times of these polymers are thus extremely short (typically on picosecond
time scales [23]). Recent improvements in the design of these polymers have signifi-
cantly increased their electro-optic coefficients to 100 pm/V and beyond [24]. Consid-
ering electro-optic modulation is a second order nonlinear effect, noncentrosymmetry
is required in the material to create an overall change in its refractive index [25]. To
produce the required ordering in the polymer, the polymer is heated in the presence
of a strong electric field (∼100V/µm) (see figure 2.1). This poling process aligns the
polymer along the field, which breaks its centrosymmetry. The strong electric fields
required for poling can be an obstacle for integrating the polymer with some materials.
Another potential problem with EO polymer integration is the polymer’s susceptibil-
ity to photochemical degradation. This problem can be largely surmounted by simply
enclosing the polymer in an inert (oxygen deprived) atmosphere though [25].
2.1.1 Applications
The short response time for the refractive index modulation of the EO polymer makes
it suitable to be used in modulators for telecommunication systems. Recently an EO
7Figure 2.2: Schematic of an EO polymer-based Mach-Zehnder modulator. (a) First, the EO polymer
(red) in each interferometer arm is poled in opposite directions. (b) After poling, a modulation
voltage applied across each arm causes the refractive index to change in opposite directions. (c) Light
traveling in one arm experiences a negative phase shift, whereas light in the other arm experiences a
positive phase shift as compared to the unbiased interferometer. Interference occurs when the light
is recombined at the output port. The amount of transmitted light can be modulated by adjusting
the accumulated phase difference between the arms with an applied voltage.
polymer-based modulator has been reported which operates at voltages as low as 0.8
V [26]. There have been others which reportedly operate above 100 GHz [27]. The
modulator features a push-pull Mach-Zehnder geometry where the arms are poled
with electric fields of opposite polarity (see figure 2.2). The arms are then modulated
with fields of the same polarity, which in turn increases the refractive index of one
arm and decreases it in the other. This refractive index disparity causes a phase
difference to accumulate for the light propagating down the two arms and, hence,
causes interference when the light recombines at the output port. So, in effect the
modulator output can be controlled by adjusting the phase difference between the
two arms with a voltage applied across the arms.
2.2 Liquid Crystal
An enormous variety of materials exhibiting diverse physical properties and behav-
ior are classified as LCs. Indeed, some have even gone so far as to label LCs the
fourth state of matter. Although the distinction of being a separate state of mat-
ter has certainly lost a bit of prestige due to the ever increasing physical systems
claiming that label (Bose-Einstein and fermionic condensates perhaps being the most
recent [28–30]), LCs are indeed fascinating materials in their own right and present
researchers with an extremely rich and interesting system for investigation. Generally
speaking, LCs exhibit properties and characteristics which are intermediate between
8solid crystalline materials and disordered liquids. A particular LC placed in appropri-
ate environmental conditions can possess a high degree of positional and orientational
order and resembles conventional crystals even in a liquid phase, whereas the same LC
in slightly different environmental conditions can lose all crystallinity and transform
into an isotropic liquid.
Liquid crystals often have complex phase diagrams where minor environmental
changes induce transitions between substantially different (even multiple) phases.
Liquid crystals can broadly be organized into two categories with the defining criteria
being whether the LC’s phase is primarily dependent upon ambient temperature
(thermotropic) or the LC’s concentration (lyotropic). Although this research solely
utilizes the thermotropic LCs, a brief survey of the lyotropic variety is given for
completeness.
Although lesser known than thermotropic LCs, lyotropic LCs were actually the first
to be discovered and are commonly found in biology [31]. Solutions of biomolecules
such as proteins, DNA, and even viruses can self-assemble and form ordered con-
glomerates. Amphiphilic molecules dissolved within an appropriate solvent comprise
another class of lyotropic LCs. These molecules consist of a polar head and one or
more hydrocarbon tails (soap dissolved in water is a common example). For a range
of concentrations of soap molecules, the lowest free energy state is when the molecules
organize themselves to shield the hydrocarbon tails from the polar aqueous environ-
ment (see figure 2.3). The formation of bilayer lipid cell walls in organisms is another
example of amphiphilic molecules organizing into a well-defined phase.
Of the two classes of LCs, thermotropic LCs are the more commonly known. These
LCs are usually rod-shaped molecules with their phase primarily determined by the
ambient temperature. In general, as the temperature is decreased from the clearing
point (temperature above which the LC is randomly oriented), the LC settles into
phases exhibiting increasing levels of order. The nematic phase is the phase which
possesses the least degree of order, exhibiting only orientational order and no long-
range positional order (see figure 2.4 (a)). Most LC-based optical devices such as
displays utilize nematic LCs.
The next phase with an increased degree of order is the smectic phase. This phase
9Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of lyotropic LCs and phases. (a) Amphiphilic molecules (polar
head with hydrocarbon tail) dissolved in water are an example of lyotropic LCs. (b) At certain con-
centrations the molecules self-organize into spherical micelles, which form to shield the hydrocarbon
tails from the polar aqueous environment. Another stable configuration of amphiphilic molecules is
the bilayer structure shown in (c). These structures are routinely found in biology, of which a cell
wall is an example.
Figure 2.4: Schematic of three common LC phases. (a) Nematic phase exhibits orientational order
but no positional order. (b) Smectic phase possesses additional positional order with the LC seg-
regated into two-dimensional planes. (c) Cholesteric phases exist with numerous variations, but a
defining characteristic is the LC organizes into spirals.
is characterized by LCs oriented in the same direction in addition to being organized
into layers (see figure 2.4 (b)). This phase contains both positional and orientational
order. The other phases exhibit steadily increasing levels of order until ultimately the
LC closely resembles a crystal. A third phase found in thermotropic LCs is formed by
“bownana” (bent) shaped molecules which can self-assemble into periodic spirals (see
figure 2.4 (c)). This phase is referred to as the cholesteric phase, exists in nematic
and smectic flavors, and has been studied for its PC properties.
2.2.1 Physical and Optical Properties
The LCs discussed in this thesis are all thermotropic, uniaxial, and are in the ne-
matic phase at room temperature (all experiments are conducted at room tempera-
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Figure 2.5: Physical structure of LC molecules. The molecules are ellipsoidal in shape with their
so-called director defined as being parallel to the molecules’ long axis. Light polarized parallel and
orthogonal to the director experience a refractive index ne and no, respectively. Light polarized at
an angle θ to the director experiences a refractive index given by equation 2.1.
ture). These LCs are rod-like molecules and have a “director,” which is defined to
be the direction parallel to the molecule’s long axis (see figure 2.5). Uniaxial LCs
are described by two refractive indices, the extraordinary (ne) and the ordinary (no)
refractive index. Light propagating through the LC and polarized along the director
and orthogonal to the director experience1 a refractive index of ne and no, respec-
tively. For light polarized at an oblique angle θ to the director, the effective refractive
index may be found by constructing the index ellipsoid and is given by
n(θ) =
none√
n2ocos
2θ + n2esin
2θ
(2.1)
Normal LC birefringences (ne - no) typically range from approximately 0.05 to 0.3
at 589 nm and generally decrease with increasing wavelength. The birefringence of
an LC is an important parameter for integration with optical resonators because it
provides an upper bound for the optical-path-length-tuning we can expect to achieve.
Beyond birefringence, another important consideration when integrating LCs with
optical resonators is the additional optical losses associated with the integration. This
topic is discussed further elsewhere in the thesis, but for now we confine the analysis
to the LC’s optical properties. Two parameters that can impact the Q of a resonator
integrated with LC are absorption and scattering caused by the LC. Fortunately the
absorption at the wavelengths of interest (∼1.55 µm) is believed to be minimal and
1The LC we used was uniaxially birefringent and so can be viewed as being cylindrically symmetric about the
molecule’s long axis (director).
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so is not a concern. Scattering, however, may be an issue depending on the particu-
lar LC used. In our case, it can clearly be seen by looking at a milky white vial of
LC that scattering is present in imperfectly aligned LC. The scattering is due to di-
electric constant inhomogeneities, with the scattering intensity dependent upon both
the magnitude of the dielectric (director) fluctuations and also the prevalence of the
fluctuations [31]. Regardless of the scattering parameters (incident, final k-vectors,
etc.), the scattering scales as the square of the LC’s dielectric anisotropy (‖ - ⊥).
The precise calculation of scattering expected by the LC is quite involved and partic-
ularly difficult considering the degree of LC alignment and orientation in the vicinity
of the resonators are not accurately known. The resulting significant uncertainty sur-
rounding the validity of any scattering calculation leads us to conclude they are too
unreliable to be performed at this time. Scattering should not be completely ignored,
however. At higher resonator Qs, further increases in these Qs are limited by cor-
respondingly lower loss sources, and so scattering from random director fluctuations
may eventually become the dominant loss mechanism for such resonators.
2.2.2 Liquid Crystal Alignment Methods/Freedericksz Transition
The ability to control an LC’s orientation and, hence, its optical properties is the
primary basis for the material’s use in optical devices. Although numerous methods
exist to align LC, only a few of the more common and relevant methods are discussed
here. The two primary orientations LC can possess in the vicinity of a flat surface are
referred to as homeotropic and homogeneous (or planar), with the directors oriented
perpendicular and parallel to the surface, respectively (see figure 2.6).2 In equilibrium,
the orientation an LC exhibits coincides with the configuration that minimizes its free
energy [32]. Homogeneous orientations are commonly induced by creating grooves
along a surface by rubbing the surface with a material such as silk [33] (see figure 2.6
(a)). Homeotropic orientations can be induced by coating a surface with a surfactant
[33] (see figure 2.6 (b)). In the first case, the orientation is largely determined by
steric, or geometric, influences, whereas in the second, intermolecular interactions
likely become more significant. These alignment methods describe static alignment
2Tilted LC orientations can also be induced by an angled surface.
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of homogeneous and homeotropic LC alignment. (a) Homogeneous (planar)
LC alignment can be induced by rubbing grooves into a surface. (b) Homeotropic alignment can
be induced by coating a surface with surfactant molecules. If the density of surfactant molecules is
sufficiently low, then the LC molecules can fill the gaps in between them and cause the LC molecules
to orient parallel to the surfactant molecules.
of LC, but some dynamic methods also exist.
The LC orientation can be easily and dynamically modulated by applying either
electric or magnetic fields. Take for instance the case where LC exhibits homogeneous
alignment when placed between two horizontal plates with an electric field oriented
vertically (see figure 2.7 (a)). The LC’s orientation is determined by the minimization
of the free energy which now contains both the usual elastic energy contribution
and now an electric field interaction energy term. By carrying through with the
analysis and making various approximations which can be found in many standard
LC textbooks [32], one discovers the threshold electric field marking the onset of LC
alignment along the field (Freedericksz transition) is
E =
pi
d
√
Ki
o∆
(2.2)
where d is the distance between the plates, Ki is the appropriate elastic constant for
the specific LC/electric field configuration, o is the permittivity of free space, and ∆
is the LC’s dielectric anisotropy (‖ - ⊥). By looking at equation 2.2 one immediately
sees the threshold field for the Freedericksz transition is inversely proportional to the
distance. In other words, the threshold voltage is a constant, irrespective of the plate
separation. As the voltage is increased beyond threshold, the bulk LC continues to
align with the field but the LC near the plates remain anchored and do not align
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Figure 2.7: Illustration of Freedericksz transition in LC. (a) Initially the LC features homogeneous
alignment. (b) When a voltage is applied across the LC cell that exceeds the threshold voltage,
the LC undergoes a Freedericksz transition and aligns parallel to the field. Note the LC near the
surfaces are anchored, which inhibits the realignment.
appreciably to the field [34, 35] (see figure 2.7 (b)). The distance from the plates
through which the LC orientation is dominated by the surface anchoring is referred
to as the characteristic length.
Two comments regarding the alignment of LC with electric fields are worth noting.
One of the drawbacks of LC is that the realignment occurs relatively slowly. Since
large molecules are being rotated, the timescales that govern the process are under-
standably relatively long. For this reason, LC-based devices are normally operated
in the kilohertz regime. The second point concerns the existence of a Freedericksz
transition. The previous analysis featured an electric field orthogonal to the initial
director orientation. For such configurations Freedericksz transitions do occur. If the
field and directors are not initially orthogonal, then a Freedericksz transition may not
exist. In this case, the LC will smoothly and progressively rotate towards the field
direction as the voltage is increased [36].
2.2.3 Applications
Liquid crystals are commonly used in spatial light modulators for display applica-
tions. This application illustrates many of the operational principles common to
other LC-based devices and serves as a canonical example. One implementation of
the modulator utilizes a twisted nematic LC geometry, and its operation is shown in
figure 2.8. Incident light initially passes through the polarizer and is polarized in the
vertical direction. With no voltage applied across the cell, the light’s polarization ro-
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Figure 2.8: Illustration of a twisted nematic LC spatial light modulator. The two plates at the ends
of the LC cell are rubbed in orthogonal directions. In the absence of an applied voltage (a), the
rubbed plates induce a spiral orientation in the LC. Vertically polarized light enters the cell, and the
polarization rotates along with the rotation of the LC. Horizontally polarized light exits the cell and
passes through a horizontally oriented polarizer. (b) When a voltage is applied across the cell and
triggers a Freedericksz transition, the polarization of the light traversing the cell no longer rotates.
Now the light is blocked by the second polarizer. In effect, transmission of light through the cell can
be modulated with an applied voltage.
tates while traversing the cell, following the rotation of the LC directors [14,36].3 The
polarization is rotated by 90o and is transmitted through a second polarizer which is
oriented horizontally. When a voltage is applied across the cell, the LC aligns with the
field and the polarization of the light traversing the cell no longer rotates because the
polarization axis is now perpendicular to the LC’s director and therefore is blocked
by the second polarizer. Consequently, the transmission of light through the cell can
be modulated by the voltage applied across the cell.
2.3 Polarization Interference Microscopy
Polarization interference microscopy is an experimental technique useful for charac-
terizing birefringent materials. Polarized white light is shone onto a sample, the
reflected (or transmitted) light is passed through a second polarizer oriented perpen-
dicular to the first, and the result is imaged (see figure 2.9) [37]. Upon striking a
uniaxial birefringent sample, the white light can be perceived to be split into two
3The spiraling LC pitch must be sufficiently long for the polarization of the light to rotate along with the rotation
of the LC. In other words, the LC cell needs to be operating in the Mauguin waveguiding regime.
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components, one propagating with a refractive index no and the other n(θ) (given
by equation 2.1). As the light traverses the sample, a phase difference accumulates
between the two components which is given by
δ = 2pi(no − n(θ))d
λ
(2.3)
where δ is the phase delay, d is the sample thickness, and λ is the wavelength of
the light. Interference between the two components occurs when the light is recom-
bined with the second polarizer (analyzer). The resulting colorful image can be used
to infer the sample thickness, birefringence, or sample orientation with the aid of a
Michel-Levy chart (see figure 2.10) [37]. In our case, we know the LC’s birefringence
and usually accurately know the sample thickness as well. Polarization interference
microscopy therefore becomes a method to obtain information regarding the LC’s ori-
entation. As an example, we show a picture provided by Professor Oleg Lavrentovich
of the Liquid Crystal Institute at Kent State University [38]. The picture was taken
using PIM and shows a disclination defect in a nematic LC film (see figure 2.11). The
black spiral patterns are known as “Maltese crosses” and suggest the LC is oriented
radially, azimuthally, or a combination of the two around point defects. The four
black spirals emanating from the point defects indicate the regions where the LC is
oriented such that one of its optical axes is parallel to the incident light’s polarization
axis. When this happens, no “splitting” of the incident light occurs and no phase
delay is accumulated. The second polarizer blocks all the light and the result is a
black image. A black image also occurs when looking at an optically isotropic sample,
regardless of the sample’s orientation. Another point worth mentioning is that the
rotation of a birefringent sample changes only the brightness of a PIM image, but
not its color. This can be seen by realizing for any given wavelength, rotation of the
sample merely changes the amount of light at that wavelength that is transmitted
through the second polarizer. Furthermore, since rotation of the sample affects the
proportion of light transmitted by all of the wavelengths equally, the transmitted
power spectrum remains the same except for a scaling factor.
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Figure 2.9: Schematic of PIM technique. Polarized light impinges upon a birefringent material.
While traversing the sample, the ordinary and extraordinary components experience different re-
fractive indices and a phase difference is accumulated between the two waves. The two waves are
combined and interfere at a second polarizer which is oriented orthogonal to the initial polarization
axis. The resulting interference pattern provides information regarding the sample’s birefringence,
thickness, and orientation. Note our PIM configuration differs from the one shown. In our setup
the light originates from above the sample, is reflected from the bottom of the sample, traverses the
sample again, and finally exits at the top.
Figure 2.10: Michel-Levy chart showing the possible colors observed when using white-light illumi-
nation for PIM. The resulting color is not only a function of the sample’s birefringence and thickness
but is also dependent on the sample’s orientation (orientational-dependent effective birefringence).
For our purposes, we generally know the LC’s birefringence and thickness that is being investigated,
and so PIM primarily provides information regarding the LC’s orientation. Consequently, PIM is
useful in evaluating the effectiveness of the various LC alignment methods discussed in this thesis.
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Figure 2.11: A beautiful PIM image showing point defects in nematic LC films [38]. The point
defects are clearly identified by the “Maltese crosses.” The alignment of the LC around the defects
and throughout the film can be inferred by the structure of the dark regions and by observing the
movement of the black regions while rotating the sample under the polarizers. For a planar LC
orientation, the dark regions are where the LC is aligned parallel to one of the two polarizers used
in the PIM setup.
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2.4 Ring Resonators
Ring resonators are traveling-wave resonators and closely resemble micro-toroid and
micro-sphere resonators [3, 4]. They are fabricated as large as millimeter scale with
low refractive index contrast materials such as Si3N4, or polymer, and as small as
a few microns using high index contrast semiconductor materials [5, 6]. To a good
approximation (ignoring backscattering induced resonance splitting effects [39]), these
resonators have well defined resonances corresponding to wavelengths of light that
undergo an integer number of 2pi phase shifts upon propagating around the ring.
Recently, rings have been designed and fabricated with Qs exceeding 104 with a
large free spectral range, which increases as the rings shrink [40]. These favorable
optical characteristics, combined with a fabrication procedure that is compatible with
conventional semiconductor processing techniques, make rings attractive for potential
telecommunication applications.
Much interest in the past has focused on using rings as add-drop filters in telecom-
munication networks (see figure 2.12). The high refractive index contrast available
in SOI ring resonators enables low-loss and high-Q filters with radii down to a few
microns. Such resonators can be designed as notch filters for adding or dropping
individual channels in the telecommunication bands and can be densely integrated in
photonic networks [41–45]. For reconfigurable dense wavelength division multiplexing
(DWDM) systems and to compensate for temperature changes, it is desirable to tune
the precise channel frequency dropped by such resonator add/drop multiplexers.
2.4.1 Tuning Methodology
Two primary methods exist to control the optical path length of a ring resonator and
thus tune its resonant frequencies. To statically tune a ring resonator one can either
adjust the physical dimensions (in particular the ring’s circumference) or construct
the ring from materials with different refractive indices. Dynamically tunable res-
onators provide another level of functionality over statically tuned resonators and are
most practically obtained by dynamically controlling the refractive indices of the con-
stituent materials comprising the resonators. Dynamic tuning is commonly achieved
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Figure 2.12: An illustration of a series of ring resonators serving as telecommunication filters. Each
resonator is designed to be resonant with only one wavelength and drops that wavelength into
a second waveguide. By concatenating a series of resonators with slightly different radii, many
wavelengths can be simultaneously multiplexed on a chip.
by thermally changing the refractive index, traditionally by introducing a heater close
to the resonator [46, 47]. However, power dissipation provides a serious problem in
such tunable ring resonator designs, especially when many resonators have to be
densely integrated in a DWDM multiplexing system. In this chapter we investigate
the possibility of tuning ring resonators by changing its cladding refractive index by
depositing EO polymer and LC around the rings.
2.4.2 Device Geometry and Sample Fabrication
Chips containing thousands of ring resonators were provided by Luxtera Inc. for
integration and testing. The specific resonator geometry we investigated was fabri-
cated from a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with silicon thickness of 205 nm, oxide
thickness of 1 µm, ring radius of 5 µm, and ring and waveguide widths of 500 nm
(see figure 2.13 (a)). The resonator was coupled to one waveguide, which served as
both the input and output port, and was separated from the resonator by a 100 nm
gap. The rings were initially encased in silicon dioxide and were immersed into a
buffered HF oxide etch solution for 5-6 minutes (∼70 nm/min etch rate) to expose
the top and sides of the rings for later integration with either EO polymer or LC (see
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Figure 2.13: Images showing ring geometry. (a) Optical microscopy image of representative ring
resonator. The ring radius is 5 µm, waveguide widths are 500 nm, and waveguide-ring gap is
100 nm. The silicon rectangles surrounding the resonator exist for planarization purposes during
chemical-mechanical polishing. (b) A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image taken after the
oxide etch showing the exposed ring sidewalls.
figure 2.13 (b)). Modulation electrodes were required for both the EO polymer and
LC integration. The details of the electrode fabrication process are described later in
the chapter.
2.5 Ring Integration with EO Polymer
We first discuss our attempts to integrate ring resonators with EO polymer. Although
the refractive index change in EO polymer is fairly small (typically 10−3 - 10−4), this
drawback is partly compensated by the high frequency at which the refractive index
can be modulated (GHz frequencies). In addition to using the rings as add-drop
filters, the high modulation frequency theoretically possible with EO polymer inte-
gration potentially enables the rings to be used as modulators in telecommunication
systems. Modulation of the EO polymer’s (as well as LC’s) refractive index required
specific patterning and deposition of electrodes to provide the necessary electric fields.
The electrodes were aligned to specific resonators on the chips, photolithographically
defined, and deposited using standard lift-off processing. Negative photoresist NR1-
3000PY from Futurrex was chosen for its negative-sloping sidewalls, which were con-
ducive for lift-off processing. A negative tone resist was also convenient for precise
alignment of the mask to the resonators because it enabled the majority of the chip
to be viewed during the alignment and exposing steps. A 3 µm layer of resist was
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Figure 2.14: An SEM image showing the uneven electrode surface caused by the silicon rectangles
protruding from the surrounding oxide. Evaporating thick electrodes were required to guarantee
they were contiguous, given the uneven surface on which the electrodes were deposited.
spun onto the samples at 4800 RPM for 40 seconds and then baked on a hotplate at
150oC for 1 minute 15 seconds. The resist was exposed for 30-35 seconds and then
underwent a post-exposure bake on a hotplate at 103oC for 1 minute 20 seconds. The
resist was then developed with Futurrex RD6 developer for 15-20 seconds. Electrodes
were then deposited by evaporating 500 nm of gold onto a 5 nm chromium adhe-
sion layer. The thick layer of gold was required to guarantee contiguous electrodes,
which were deposited on an uneven surface (see figure 2.14 (a)). The resist was then
removed with Futurrex stripper RR4, which completed the lift-off process. The com-
bination of a long metal evaporation with a resist featuring a significant undercut
profile can result in poorly defined electrodes. During evaporation, a thin layer of
metal migrated and became deposited under the overhanging resist (see figure 2.14
(b)). Lastly, it is worth noting that our judicious choice and spacing of alignment
marks yielded consistent sub-diffraction-limited alignment of the electrode masks to
the rings.4 Electrodes were routinely aligned to the rings to within 100 nm accuracy
even though modest objective magnifications (10x) were used during the alignment
process.
4Throughout the course of the research we experimented with numerous alignment marks and obtained the best
accuracy by simply using widely separated concentric circle alignment marks. Small (i.e. below the diffraction limit)
deviations from perfect alignment could be discerned (but not resolved) by observing subtle asymmetries around the
circular alignment marks. Aligning multiple widely separated alignment marks enabled exceptional rotational as well
as spatial alignment accuracy.
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2.5.1 Electro-Optic Polymer Deposition and Poling
The EO polymer deposition and poling procedure described here is meant to be
representative. Some variability existed in the procedure executed from one sample
batch to another. First, 11% by concentration CLD-1 EO polymer was spun on the
chips at 1000 RPM for 2 seconds. The samples were then pre-baked at 40oC for
1 minute and subsequently baked at 120oC for 30 minutes to remove the solvent.
At this point, electrodes could be deposited on top of the polymer if needed for
vertical poling or modulation.5 Otherwise, the samples were now ready to be poled
using the in-plane electrodes (see figure 2.15 (a)). For poling, a voltage was applied
across the electrodes to yield an electric field of approximately 100 V/µm throughout
the polymer. While the voltage was applied, the temperature was first ramped for
10 minutes up to 150oC, maintained at this temperature for 30 minutes, and then
cooled back to room temperature. Unfortunately, the strong fields required for poling
exceeded the breakdown field of silicon (30 V/µm), and so the samples were destroyed
during the poling process (see figure 2.15 (b)). Ultimately this problem could not be
overcome with the ring geometries provided to us, and so we switched to integrating
the ring resonators with LC. The EO polymer integration with ring resonators effort
has continued elsewhere in the group, however, and some progress has been made.
For instance, employing a split ring geometry bypasses the silicon breakdown problem
during the poling process by using the ring structure, itself, as the electrodes [48].
2.6 Ring Integration with LC
Unable to surmount the problems afflicting the EO polymer poling, we refocused our
efforts to integrating the rings with LC. Although LC modulation operates at much
longer timescales (∼kHz frequencies), key advantages associated with LC are modest
modulation voltages and large birefringences. The LC chosen to integrate with the
rings was E63 from Merck and had a relatively large birefringence (ne = 1.744, no =
1.517 at 589 nm). The LC, when spun onto the resonators at 4000 RPM for 40 seconds,
formed the resonator’s top and side cladding layers. The spinning process initially
5Vertical electrode configurations were also tried for EO poling but failed for the same reasons as the in-plane
poling efforts.
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Figure 2.15: Optical microscopy images showing silicon breakdown during EO polymer poling.
(a) In-plane electrodes were aligned to the resonator and evaporated. Electro-optic polymer was
then spun on top of the rings and electrodes and was then ready to be poled. (b) The poling
process requires strong electric fields (∼100 V/µm) that exceed silicon’s breakdown potential (∼30
V/µm). Consequently, the silicon in between the electrodes broke down during poling and completely
destroyed the resonator.
created nice films, but the surface tension present in the films eventually caused the
LC to coalesce (over a period of hours) and form a droplet. For this reason, the LC
was spun immediately before testing. The coalescing can be prevented by placing
a coverslip on top of the sample. Lastly, no alignment layer was used to induce a
preferred LC alignment around the ring.
2.7 Experimental Characterization and Tuning Results
In our devices light from a tunable semiconductor laser was grating coupled, both
into and out of the respective ports. The grating couplers selectively coupled and
transmitted the waveguide’s single TE mode (electric field in the plane of the res-
onator). The resonators’ resonances were measured by recording the power from the
output port while sweeping the wavelength of the laser. Scans were taken with dif-
ferent electric potentials applied across the electrodes. As mentioned previously, the
resonances of the rings correspond to the wavelengths of light coupling into the res-
onator which undergo a phase shift of an integer multiple of 2pi upon one revolution
in the resonator. The resonance wavelengths can be determined by modifying the
Fabry-Perot etalon resonance equation to obtain [14]
λm =
2piRneff
m
(2.4)
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where m = 1,2,3..., λm is the wavelength of the m
th resonator mode, R is the radius
of the resonator (measured from the center to midpoint of ring), and neff is the
effective refractive index of the waveguide mode. From equation 2.4, we can infer
that the essence of dynamically tuning a resonator lies in changing neff . Fortunately,
the TE waveguide mode contains evanescent tails that penetrate into the LC cladding,
and so neff is partly dependent upon the LC cladding refractive index nclad. For the
TE guided mode, the contribution to nclad of a LC molecule is given by equation 2.1,
where θ now represents the angle between the LC director and the ring’s radial axis.
The initial tests of electric tuning of ring resonators with LC used the first gener-
ation of in-plane electrodes designed for the EO polymer poling and modulation (see
figure 2.16 (a)). These tests produced no resonance tuning even though PIM mea-
surements confirmed that the LC reoriented to the applied field. A thorough analysis
of the simulated field pattern generated by the electrodes using FEMLAB (a finite
element simulation package) revealed the probable cause for the absence of electrical
tuning. Albeit unlikely, the field pattern generated by the particular electrode geom-
etry first tested essentially balanced the radial and azimuthal field contributions (see
figure 2.16 (b)). The radial field component aligns the LC’s director parallel to the
light’s polarization axis and increases the effective cladding refractive index, whereas
the azimuthal field component aligns the LC’s director orthogonal to the polarization
axis and decreases the effective cladding refractive index. Balancing these two field
components around the entire ring leads to no overall tuning if the LC is initially
randomly oriented in the plane of the ring resonator.
Two new electrode configurations were designed to correct the field balancing prob-
lem. The first revised design shown in figure 2.17 (a) is meant to mimic the idealiza-
tion of infinitesimal line electrodes on either side of the resonator. This configuration
maximizes the azimuthal field component while minimizing the radial component
(see figure 2.17 (b)). The second revised design shown in figure 2.18 (a) essentially
strives to achieve the opposite of the first design by surrounding the resonator as
much as possible with the electrode structure. This geometry maximizes the radial
field component while minimizing the azimuthal component (see figure 2.18 (b)).
More samples were fabricated with this new generation of electrode designs and
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Figure 2.16: Optical microscopy image of electrodes and the corresponding electrostatic simulation of
their generated electric field pattern. (a) Optical image of first electrode design used for LC tuning of
ring resonator experiments. The rings could not be tuned with LC using this electrode geometry. One
possible explanation can be found in the electrostatic simulations (b). The electrostatic simulation
is a plot of the angular difference of the field direction and the ring’s radial axis. Blue corresponds to
purely radial field (0o) and red is purely azimuthal (90o). The simulations reveal that the azimuthal
(red) and radial (blue) field components are roughly balanced when integrated around the entire
ring. For this unusual case, no tuning is expected due to LC aligning to the field, and so new
electrode geometries were designed and used. The resonator shown in (a) is a double ring resonator,
but the rings actually tested are the single rings with geometries mentioned earlier in the chapter.
Figure 2.17: An SEM image of azimuthally-biased electrode configuration and the associated elec-
trostatic field simulation. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of fabricated electrodes designed to
maximize the azimuthal field component while minimizing the radial component. (b) Electrostatic
simulations showing the electric field pattern produced by the electrode configuration. The angular
difference of the field direction and the ring’s radial axis is plotted. Blue corresponds to a purely
radial field (0o) and red is purely azimuthal (90o).
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Figure 2.18: An SEM image of radially-biased electrode configuration and the associated electrostatic
field simulation. (a) Scanning electron micrograph of fabricated electrodes designed to maximize
the radial field component while minimizing the azimuthal component. (b) Electrostatic simulations
showing the electric field pattern produced by the electrode configuration. The angular difference of
the field direction and the ring’s radial axis is plotted. Blue corresponds to purely radial field (0o)
and red is purely azimuthal (90o).
tested. One such sample is shown in figure 2.17 (a). The left and right electrodes
are approximately 4.0 microns wide and spaced about 400 nm and 300 nm from the
resonator, respectively. The modulation electrodes preferentially orient the directors
of the LC molecules azimuthally (parallel) to the resonator wall. Equation 2.1 shows
that nclad is expected to decrease towards no, in turn decreasing neff . A decreasing
neff causes the resonances to shift to shorter wavelengths, as shown by equation
2.4. We recorded wavelength scans while applying potentials of 0-20 V across the
electrodes and monitored the resonator drop frequency with a tunable laser. The
resulting data for three resonances are shown in figure 2.19. Note that the resonance
shift is in the expected direction, opposite of what would be the case if the resonator
were being heated by absorption of the laser or leakage currents across the electrodes
[49]. Similar tuning results were also obtained for rings with electrodes optimized
for radial fields, but the resonances were red-shifted instead of blue-shifted. The
resonance shifts were independent of field polarity and were completely reversible.
After removing the electric field the resonances returned to their original wavelengths.
For the azimuthal optimized electrodes we obtained a maximum resonance shift of
approximately -0.22 nm (27.5 GHz at 1.55 µm) by applying 20 V. To correlate our
experimental results with the degree of LC alignment, we start with a modified form
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Figure 2.19: Experimental realization of LC-mediated ring resonator tuning. (a) Plot of collected
transmitted power as a function of wavelength showing three resonances. (inset) Close-up of reso-
nance B taken with 0 V, 10 V, and 20 V applied across the electrodes. (b) Resonance tuning as a
function of voltage applied across the electrodes. All three resonances blue-shift approximately 0.20
nm at 20 V, and no threshold is observed in the tuning data, indicating the absence of a Freedericksz
transition in the LC.
of equation 2.4 and obtain
∆λm = (
∂neff
∂nclad
)
λm∆nclad
neff
(2.5)
where ∆λm is the shift in resonance wavelength,
∂neff
∂nclad
is the derivative of neff with
respect to nclad, and ∆nclad is the change in the cladding refractive index due to LC
alignment.
We assume with zero applied electric field the LC is randomly oriented. For E63,
this corresponds to an nclad of 1.596.
6 We subsequently used this nclad in finite-
difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations to estimate neff and
∂neff
∂nclad
for the three
resonant wavelengths under study. Then, by using equation 2.5 we solve for ∂λm
∂nclad
and obtain the resonance wavelength sensitivity to nclad (see figure 2.20). Using this
in conjunction with the wavelength shift data, we obtain a ∆nclad of only -0.002 for
all three resonances. Based on our electrostatic modeling for the azimuthally biased
electrode configuration, in the LC saturation field regime we would expect a ∆nclad
of -0.034. Though the applied voltage exceeds E63’s saturation voltage of ∼2 V, the
resonances continue to shift up to the maximum applied field and appear as though
6The refractive index at IR wavelengths is likely to be lower than at visible wavelengths. This difference can help
account for the discrepancy between the simulated and realized tuning of the ring resonators discussed below [50].
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Figure 2.20: Plot of the resonance sensitivity to changes in the cladding refractive index. The reso-
nance sensitivity increases with increasing cladding refractive index. This relationship is attributed
to the fact that a larger fraction of the mode overlaps with the cladding as the cladding’s refractive
index increases. The black line corresponds to the cladding refractive index expected if the LC is
randomly oriented around the ring.
the tuning would continue if the voltage is increased further. This indicates the
applied electric field is insufficient to achieve complete LC alignment, and it partly
explains the disparity between the calculated and measured ∆nclad values.
There are several sources of error which may further explain the disparity. First,
the fabricated electrodes are not identical to the electrodes used in the electrostatics
modeling. As can be seen in figure 2.17 (b), the modulation electrodes used in this
study align the LC azimuthally, radially, or a combination of the two, depending on
the position around the ring. The tuning of the resonances results from the relative
imbalance between azimuthal and radial LC alignment, which in turn is extremely
sensitive to the electrode geometry. The electric field generated by the fabricated
electrodes may differ substantially from the simulated field and thus explain the
significant difference between measured and simulated ∆nclad values. Other sources
of error may include any unexpected reorientation and surface anchoring of the LC.
These last two possibilities are best examined using PIM.
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Figure 2.21: Michel-Levy chart indicating the possible colors for the PIM imaging of the LC ring
resonator cladding. Considering the LC layer is exceptionally thin (sub-micron), we are confined
to the extreme lower left corner of the chart, denoted by a red triangle. This suggests we can only
obtain gray scale variations in the PIM images due to LC realignment.
2.7.1 Polarization Interference Microscopy Analysis of LC Alignment
Imaging the ring resonators using PIM while ramping the voltage applied across the
electrodes reveals two aspects of the LC reorientation. First, the spun LC film is thin
(most likely sub-micron), and so the Michel-Levy chart suggests we can only observe
gray scale changes in the PIM images (see figure 2.21). As the voltage is ramped, the
LC continuously reorients along the field and no threshold voltage is observed. The
lack of a Freedericksz transition is expected given the electrode geometry employed.
The electric field is not uniform and not orthogonal everywhere with respect to the
LC. In such circumstances a Freedericksz transition does not occur [36]. The second
observation aided by PIM is the LC’s alignment not occurring as expected given the
simulated electric field pattern (e.g., the apparent LC reorientation lacks the symme-
try present in the simulated electric field pattern)(see figure 2.22 and external movie
file ringPIMmovie.mov). The alignment is probably impaired by either surface an-
choring to the ring, surface anchoring around defects, or by unexpected field patterns.
The impaired LC alignment may further explain the discrepancy observed between
the simulated and measured change in the cladding refractive index.
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Figure 2.22: Polarization interference microscopy images of a ring with LC cladding. The images
were taken with (a) 0 V and (b) 20 V applied across the electrodes. Although the precise LC
orientation cannot be determined using the PIM images, it is clear the orientation lacks the symmetry
of the simulated electric field. It appears the LC may be anchored to the ring surface and/or to
defects around the ring. This can seriously impair the LC alignment and may explain the discrepancy
between the expected and realized tuning of the resonators.
2.8 Discussion and Conclusions
Beyond creating tunable ring resonators for telecommunication applications, we also
considered utilizing them as chemical and biological sensors. A ring can be used to
detect analytes that approach the vicinity of the ring’s surface. The analyte can ei-
ther change the resonant wavelengths, modify the resonances’ Qs, or a combination
of the two. We inadvertently realized this while measuring a ring resonator coated
with unpoled EO polymer. During the device characterization, which took place in
the presence of oxygen (air), we observed a large resonance shift and also a change
in the resonance’s Q (see figure 2.23). These changes are attributed to the photo-
chemical degradation of the EO polymer cladding. In this case the identification
of the source of the resonance shift is straightforward given the luxury of knowing
the cladding material. The difficulty in using rings as chemical sensors is obviously
increased when the identity of the sample being tested is not already known. The diffi-
culty is compounded further when multiple materials can cause similar changes in the
resonators’ optical properties. A couple of improvements can be implemented to cir-
cumvent these problems. First, a ring’s surface can be functionalized to interact with
a particular analyte which can then pinpoint the detection of that specific analyte.
Second, large numbers of these functionalized rings can be fabricated with different
resonant wavelengths on a single chip and integrated with micro-fluidic technology.
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Figure 2.23: Demonstration of a ring resonator acting as a chemical sensor. Three scans, measuring
the transmitted power past a resonator with an unpoled EO polymer cladding, were recorded over
a period of approximately 20 minutes. Over the course of the scans the resonance was observed
to blue-shift approximately 2 nm. The shift is attributed to a cladding refractive index change of
∼10−2 due to photochemical degradation of the polymer cladding. The detection of refractive index
and absorption changes through the observation of resonance shifts can serve as the basis for using
rings in chemical sensing applications.
Sophisticated data analysis algorithms can then be incorporated and transform the
chip into a miniature detector array capable of accurately detecting multiple analytes
simultaneously.
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Chapter 3
Tuning Photonic Crystal Lasers
Chapter 2 introduced LC and discussed its successful integration to electrically tune
ring resonators. In this chapter LC is utilized in creating electrically tuned PC lasers.
Unlike previous tuning methods, this method enables both the precise and dynamic
tuning of PC lasers’ wavelengths. The chapter begins with a discussion of PCs and
continues with a discussion of PC resonators and the motivation of LC integration
with PC resonators. Section 3 presents the device specifications and cavity design.
Section 4 addresses the multifaceted topic of integrating LCs within PCs. The sec-
tion covers LC parameter considerations, LC cell construction, and introduces some
characteristics of LC alignment in the vicinity of a PC slab. Section 5 presents the ex-
perimental characterization and demonstration of electrical tuning of PC lasers. The
section begins with describing the experimental setup and procedures, continues with
LC characterization and PIM analysis, and is followed by the laser tuning data. The
section finishes with a discussion of the effect of LC domain orientation and surface
anchoring on the tuning range and behavior. The chapter ends with discussion and
conclusions.
3.1 Photonic Crystals
Photonic crystals are structures with periodic dielectric distributions in one, two, or
three dimensions. One-dimensional PCs (or “Bragg stacks”) have been utilized as
mirrors for over 20 years in applications such as distributed feedback lasers [2] and
VCSELs [16–18]. The 1987 papers by Yablonovitch [51] and John [52] ushered in the
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modern field of PC research, which has experienced exponential growth ever since.
The immense interest in the field is largely due to a PC’s ability to strongly manipulate
the behavior of photons on a wavelength scale within the crystal. The exceptional
control a PC exerts over photons can be explained by observing the analogies between
PCs and semiconductor crystals.
A PC’s dielectric distribution is in essence a periodic potential for photons, whereas
semiconductors are periodic electronic potentials. The periodic electronic potential
is the foundation of solid state physics and is responsible for the electronic properties
of semiconductors. Therefore, it should come as little surprise that many solid state
physics electronic phenomena have direct analogies with photons in PCs. Among
the most important properties exhibited by PCs are their energy-momentum band
structure, bandgaps, and defect states. Crudely speaking, the band structure deter-
mines the propagation behavior of photons within the crystals. For example self-
collimation [53], negative refraction [54], and the so-called superprism [55] effects
are a result of particular band structure features (flat, “inverted,” and cusped equi-
frequency contours, respectively). A PC possessing a complete bandgap prohibits the
propagation of photons with energies within the bandgap in all directions and can
also be used to inhibit the spontaneous emission of atoms and other emitters [51].
As with the doping of semiconductors, the introduction of defects within a PC pulls
states from the bands into the bandgap. These defect states can then be used to
localize and guide light within the crystal [56]. For instance, a point defect within a
PC can localize light around the defect, creating a cavity. If a series of defects are
strung together, then a waveguide can be created [57,58].
Since the relatively recent emergence of the PC field, researchers have endeavored
to fabricate higher dimensional PCs to access their more favorable optical proper-
ties. Although tremendous advances have been made in fabricating three-dimensional
crystals [59–62], constructing these crystals remains time consuming and is still not
commercially viable. Instead of fabricating three-dimensional PCs, many researchers
employ two-dimensional PCs constructed from a semiconductor membrane. These
structures offer a compromise between ease of fabrication and desired optical prop-
erties. Their two-dimensional nature makes them compatible with standard semi-
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conductor processing techniques, while the refractive index contrast present in the
membrane structure enables confinement in the third dimension due to total internal
reflection. The PC research presented in this thesis is exclusively performed with
two-dimensional PCs constructed from semiconductor membranes.
3.2 Photonic Crystal Resonators
Interest in PC cavities has steadily grown in recent years as researchers continue to
discover new applications for their unique ability to strongly confine light in volumes
approaching a cubic wavelength. These structures are suitable for (high-Q) nanocav-
ities [63–65], optical filters [13], compact lasers [66], cavity quantum electrodynam-
ics [67–69], and quantum information processing [70,71], among others. As promising
and as diverse as these applications are, they are mostly based on “traditional”(air-
filled) PC cavities. A relatively unexplored yet important aspect of PC cavities is
that their intrinsic porous structure enables efficient integration with fluids [72, 73]
and polymers featuring a wide array of optical properties. Integrating PC cavities
with these materials allows researchers to take full advantage of the tremendous de-
sign freedom and unique optical properties inherent in the cavities. Before we delve
into the details of integrating these cavities with various materials, a brief background
is provided regarding past efforts in designing the high-Q cavities required for their
integration with other materials.
Photonic crystal resonators are created by placing defects within an otherwise
unperturbed crystal structure possessing a bandgap. Associated with the defects are
defect states within the crystal’s band structure which reside in the photonic bandgap
and are pulled either from the dielectric band or air band depending on the nature
of the defect [56]. Defect states pulled from the air band are preferable for our work
because these states significantly overlap with the crystal’s holes, or equivalently with
any material (e.g., LC) infiltrated within the crystal [12]. Air band defect states are
created by locally increasing the amount of dielectric material in a region and can be
easily achieved by decreasing the size of a single hole [56].
Much attention in PC cavity research has thus far been focused on designing cav-
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ities with a maximum Q (and to a much lesser extent Q/V, where V is the cavity
mode’s volume). The rapid progress towards this end has been nothing short of as-
tounding. Five years ago PC cavity Qs hovered around 2,000 [66], but today cavities
have been reported with Qs exceeding 600,000 [65]. Although improved fabrication
techniques likely are a contributing factor, the foundation for such a rapid improve-
ment in cavity Qs is in the development of refined cavity design methodologies. The
first systematic design methodology was proposed by Vucˇkovic´ et al. [74] and later
advanced by Srinivasan et al. [75], who fabricated a cavity with a Q of several tens
of thousands [63]. The idea underlying this methodology is that a cavity mode’s
spatial profile can be Fourier transformed into its k-space equivalent. Next, the de-
signer strives to modify the cavity to minimize the mode components lying above the
light-line.1 These components are not confined by total internal reflection at the PC
membrane/air interface and serve as a dominant loss mechanism in the cavities. Fol-
lowing this design rule has led to cavities with improved modal Qs, but a subsequent
modification to this design rule proposed by Akahane et al. [64] has led to further
cavity enhancements. Again, their goal is to minimize the Fourier components above
the light cone, but they propose to do so by constructing cavities whose modal pro-
files resemble Gaussian wave packets as closely as possible. Initial results using this
design rule showed the fabrication of a cavity with a Q of 45,000 [64], but this was
soon followed by a completely different cavity design that supported a mode with a
measured Q surpassing 600,000 and a simulated Q in the tens of millions [65].
Although tremendous progress has been made in designing cavities with maximum
Q in air, very little attention has been devoted to designing cavities to optimize them
using a different metric. For instance, in integrating LC with PC cavities we are
interested in maximizing the cavity Q after LC infiltration (i.e., with an ambient
refractive index of ∼1.5) instead of a cavity immersed in air. Interestingly, we find
that optimizing a cavity for air does not always yield a cavity which is optimized
for a higher ambient refractive index. Cavities that possess relatively low Qs in air
can have relatively high Qs in LC. This suggests that more work remains to be done
in devising alternate cavity design methodologies for optimizing cavities based on
1This design guideline is used in analyzing the cavity design in the next chapter.
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metrics other than air-immersed Qs. The cavity design problem is discussed further
in the next chapter.
3.2.1 Motivation for LC Integration/Previous Tuning Efforts
It has in the past been predicted that PCs will form the basis of future photonics
systems. Indeed, many components of such systems have already been implemented,
including laser sources [66], waveguides [57], and add-drop filters [13] among others.
One potential obstacle for the future debut of PC-based systems is the stringent fab-
rication tolerances required for PC devices. This is particularly true for PC cavity
devices, which are created by introducing defects within the PC structure. The reso-
nances of such cavities are extremely sensitive to the precise defect geometry, and so
specifying a priori the cavity resonances of a fabricated device pushes current fabrica-
tion technology to its limits. Currently, fabricating a cavity with a specific resonance
wavelength entails fabricating a large number of devices and systematically tuning
fabrication parameters (e.g., electron beam writing dose). Even so, such lithographic
(static) tuning techniques yield cavities with a resonant wavelength resolution of sev-
eral nanometers [76]. To alleviate this problem, a method to dynamically tune a
cavity’s resonances after fabrication is desirable. Dynamic tuning of PC lasers was
first achieved by filling the PC holes with liquids of different refractive indices [12].
Since those early efforts it has been difficult to actively tune the emission frequency
of PC lasers by deliberately changing the refractive index of the material inside of
the cavity. To electrostatically tune PCs, infiltration of LCs into the pores of such
structures was proposed several years ago [72]. Since then, several groups have demon-
strated dynamic thermal tuning of PCs with infiltrated LCs [77–79], and more recently
electrical tuning via LCs has been reported [80–82]. In this chapter we present our
work on electrically tuning two-dimensional PC lasers by controlling the orientation
of infiltrated nematic LC. This tuning method enables precise and dynamic tuning
of the PC lasers and has not been achieved previously. As a side note, in the next
chapter we move beyond the idea of using LC for optical-path-length-tuning of PC
resonators and instead use LC integration to enable a completely new type of PC
laser. This new PC laser is a Q-switched laser that exhibits enhanced functionality
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over the electrical tuning presented in this chapter [21].
3.2.2 Tuning Methodology
The PC laser is tuned by modulating the refractive index in regions that overlap
with the lasing mode. The refractive index change alters the cavity’s effective optical
path length and shifts the resonances. To see how a cavity can be tuned with LC,
one can decompose light traveling through LC into two orthogonal components. One
component always experiences the LC’s ordinary refractive index while the other
component experiences an effective extraordinary refractive index neff given by
neff (θ) =
none√
n2ocos
2θ + n2esin
2θ
(3.1)
where ne and no are the LC’s extraordinary and ordinary refractive indices, respec-
tively, and θ is the angle between the light’s polarization axis and the LC’s director.
Therefore, by rotating the LC with respect to the cavity, neff can be changed to
tune the cavity. The tuning range is limited by the refractive index modulation in
the holes and the top and bottom cladding layers. To maximize tuning, the modal
overlap with these regions should also be maximized given the constraints dictated
by the cavity’s Q requirements. In light of this, the cavity geometry is chosen such
that the optical mode’s electric field maximum occurs within the central defect hole.
Such cavities are particularly sensitive to the refractive index changes in the central
hole and may also be used in sensing applications [12].
3.3 Photonic Crystal Cavity Design
The cavity design is one of three critical components in realizing PC lasers (the other
two components are the specially designed wafer material from which the lasers are
fabricated and the optimized fabrication procedures). Normally, the essential criterion
governing the design process is the cavity’s Q. A PC cavity must exhibit a sufficiently
high Q in order for room temperature lasing to be possible. For our lasers we faced
the further restriction of obtaining a sufficiently high Q after infiltrating the cavity
with LC. Infiltrating the PC with LC decreased the refractive index contrast at the
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of cladding light cones. Light possessing k-vectors which lie above the
cladding’s (refractive index n1) light cone can radiate into the cladding and are not well confined in
the PC slab. Light below the light cone remains guided by the high index PC slab and undergoes
total internal reflection upon striking the slab/cladding interface. Minimizing the Fourier compo-
nents comprising a cavity mode that lie above the light cone is a technique for maximizing a mode’s
Q [64,74,75]. Increasing the cladding refractive index from n1 to n2, however, increases the portion
of k-space which lies above the light cone. A mode’s Fourier components that lie between the two
light cones are now no longer well confined and contribute to additional losses, lowering the mode’s
Q.
slab/cladding interface and reduced vertical confinement, which decreased the cavity’s
Q (see figure 3.1). Overcoming the decrease in vertical confinement was difficult and
required a redesign of the PC cavities and involved extensive FDTD simulations.
A further constraint the cavity designs must have satisfied was the maximization of
the tunability of the lasers with the infiltrated LC. This was achieved by maximizing
the overlap between the optical field of the cavity mode and the LC. In our cavity
designs, the central defect was obtained by shrinking an air hole, or equivalently
viewed as increasing the local amount of dielectric material. Increasing the amount
of dielectric material pulled states from the air band down into the bandgap. Such
states strongly overlapped with the air holes and, as such, were ideal for interacting
with infiltrated LC.
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3.3.1 Photonic Crystal and Cavity Parameters
Photonic crystals provide researchers with enormous design freedom. For the cavity
designer this design freedom is both a blessing and a curse. Although a PC defect
cavity design may exist which satisfies the constraints of a given problem, discovering
the design may be quite a challenge. Even though several researchers have studied the
cavity design problem and have generated numerous insights [64, 74, 75], the design
process retains an iterative component and can still be time consuming.
The bulk crystal parameters available to the cavity designer include lattice type,
crystal periodicity, and hole size. Although researchers have also obtained high-Q
cavities with square lattice PCs [63], we chose to construct our cavity from a triangular
lattice PC because of its considerably wider bandgap (see figure 3.2). The wider
bandgap was especially important considering the bandgap narrowing that occurred
when the refractive index contrast was decreased after infiltrating a PC’s holes with
LC. Given a reduced refractive index contrast, the triangular lattice’s considerably
wider bandgap favored the existence of high-Q cavities over that of square lattice
PCs. Due to the scale invariance of Maxwell’s equations, the periodicity of a PC
was largely determined by the wavelength region of interest (with some consideration
given to the slab thickness, which normally can not be changed). The periodicity was
chosen such that the bandgap considerably overlapped with 1.55 µm, the engineered
maximum in the quantum well emission (detailed quantum well specifications are
discussed below). Our lasers had a 500 nm periodicity with a slab thickness of 330
nm. The bandgap width was also dependent on hole size, generally widening as the
holes were enlarged [56]. As the holes became large, however, scattering in the vertical
direction increased [83] and the structural integrity of the slab was diminished. As a
compromise, our lasers featured normalized hole radii of 0.33 (r/a).
The cavity geometry consisted of a central defect shrunken hole (0.2 r/a) and two
modified holes on either side (see figure 3.3). The modified holes were half-circles
and half-ellipses with a minor axis length of ∼0.13 (r/a). The resulting cavity split
the degeneracy of the orthogonally polarized X and Y dipole-like modes, which both
featured electric field maxima in the central defect hole. Various plots of the mode
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Figure 3.2: Representative two-dimensional band diagrams showing first TE-like bandgaps for tri-
angular (a) and square (b) lattices. The photonic crystal refractive index is 3.4 and hole radii are
0.33 (r/a).
field profiles are shown in figure 3.4. This particular cavity geometry was designed to
maximize the Q of the Y dipole mode at the expense of the X dipole mode. Finite-
difference time-domain simulations were used to characterize the Q of this mode as
a function of the hole/cladding (ambient) refractive index. The simulations were
performed with a spatial resolution of 25 points per lattice period. To simulate the
Q, a Gaussian electromagnetic pulse was used to excite the cavity. The field was
then evolved through time and the data filtered for the frequency corresponding to
the mode of interest and the rate of energy decay within the cavity calculated. The
simulated Q versus ambient refractive index is shown in figure 3.5. Even though the Q
is initially over 25,000 with an ambient refractive index of 1.0 (corresponding to air),
the Q quickly drops to approximately 2,000 as the ambient refractive index increases
to 1.5, an approximate value for the refractive index of LC.
After addressing the Q-dependent cavity design constraints, attention was directed
towards maximizing the tunability of the laser. The PC laser was tuned bymodulating
the refractive index in the holes and cladding layers. Therefore to maximize tuning,
the lasing mode should overlap these regions. The high-Q Y dipole mode of interest
supported by the cavity design shown in figure 3.4 contains an electric field maximum
in the central defect hole and also features evanescent fields which extend into both
cladding layers. The considerable modal overlap with the hole and cladding regions
provided sufficient opportunity for tuning the lasing wavelength by modulating the
refractive index within these regions.
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Figure 3.3: Scanning electron micrograph of fabricated PC laser cavity. The PC lattice periodicity,
a, is 500 nm; the normalized hole radii are 0.33 (r/a); the normalized defect hole radius is 0.2 (r/a);
and the half-ellipses have a normalized minor axis length of ∼0.13 (r/a). (inset) Close-up of defect
cavity.
Figure 3.4: Simulated modal field profiles. Z (out-of-plane) component of magnetic field for high-Q
Y dipole mode (a) and low-Q X dipole mode (b). (c) Electric field amplitude of Y dipole mode. (d)
Cross-section view of electric field amplitude for Y dipole mode showing the evanescent fields extend-
ing into the cladding layers. The evanescent fields are important for tuning the cavity resonances
because they enable tuning by changing the refractive index in the cladding regions.
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Figure 3.5: Finite-difference time-domain simulation of Y dipole mode Q as a function of ambient
refractive index. Although the Q is above 25,000 at an ambient refractive index of 1.0, the Q plum-
mets to approximately 2,000 at an ambient refractive index of 1.5. The simulations in conjunction
with previously published PC laser work [66] suggest lasing is possible with this cavity design after
LC infiltration.
Finite-difference time-domain simulations were used to estimate and quantify the
lasing mode’s sensitivity to the ambient refractive index. The results of these simu-
lations are shown in figure 3.6. As expected, the photonic bandgap decreases with a
reduction in PC/cladding refractive index contrast, and the cavity resonance red-shifts
to longer wavelengths as the ambient refractive index increases. For the particular
physical parameters used in the lasers presented in this work (lattice constant a =
500 nm, lasing wavelength λ≈1.55 µm, ambient refractive index ∼1.5), the tuning
rate is estimated to be approximately 210 nm per unit of ambient refractive index
change.
3.3.2 Wafer Specifications and Sample Fabrication
The PC lasers were fabricated from a 330 nm thick slab of InGaAsP containing
4 compressively strained quantum wells optimized for emission at 1.55 µm. The
precise wafer specifications are shown in table 3.1. A 130 nm thick layer of SiO2
was grown on top of the wafer using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) and served as a hard etch mask for later etching steps. The next task
was to define the PC pattern onto the wafer using e-beam lithography. Four percent
495 K polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) e-beam resist was spun at 3000 RPM for 1
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Figure 3.6: Simulation of dielectric band, air band, and Y dipole resonance as a function of the
ambient refractive index. As the ambient refractive index increases, the bandgap narrows and the
resonance red-shifts. For the lasers we use (a = 500 nm), the tuning rate of the resonance is
approximately 210 nm per unit of ambient refractive index change.
minute and then baked at 170oC for 15 minutes. The resist was exposed using a Leica
EBPG 5000+ e-beam writer at 100 keV with doses ranging from 800 µC/cm2-1200
µC/cm2. After exposure, the resist was developed for 1 minute using a solution of
1:3 MIBK:IPA (methyl isobutyl ketone:isopropanol alcohol). Next, a reactive ion etch
(RIE) was used to transfer the pattern into the oxide mask using 20 sccm at 40 mTorr
of CHF3 and 90 W for 3 minutes 45 seconds. The pattern was then transferred into
the wafer using an inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etch (ICPRIE) with 30
sccm HI, 10 sccm H2, and 3 sccm Ar at 100 W forward power, 850 W ICP power,
10 mTorr chamber pressure, and 12 mTorr strike pressure, cooled with 20oC water
for 1 minute 20 seconds. Next, the sample was immersed in HF to remove the
oxide mask and any residual PMMA. Lastly, the quantum well slab was undercut
by immersing the sample in a 4:1 HCl:H20 (37% hydrochloric acid:water) solution at
0oC for approximately 7 minutes, or until the membrane was sufficiently undercut.
Considering HCl preferentially attacked InP along particular crystal planes, proper
etch guides were designed to ensure complete undercutting with this final etch step.
The end result was a suspended quantum well membrane patterned with PCs. A
schematic of the fabrication procedure is shown in figure 3.8.
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Table 3.1: InGaAsP wafer specifications. The active region is comprised of 4 quantum wells opti-
mized for emission at 1.55 µm. The quantum wells are compressively strained to favor coupling to
the PC cavity’s TE modes and are centered within the 330 nm thick slab.
Figure 3.7: Scanning electron micrographs showing wafer composition. (a) This cross-section image
is taken after e-beam lithography processing, but before any etching steps. The various layers
(including the 4 quantum wells) comprising the wafer can be discerned in the image. (b) This image
is of a fully processed sample and shows the removal of the 1 µm InP layer (for optical isolation
purposes) and the suspended thin InGaAs etch stop layer (the layer was penetrated during the HI
dry etch step under the PC etch guides and enabled the undercutting of the layer during the HCl
wet etch step (see figure 3.8)).
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of fabrication procedure for InGaAsP quantum well PC lasers. (a) The
original wafer before any processing. (b) First, a 130 nm SiO2 hard mask is deposited on the wafer
using PECVD. (c) Next, PMMA is spun on the sample in preparation for the subsequent e-beam
lithography steps. (c) The PMMA is exposed with the PC pattern and is completely transferred
into the PMMA after developing the exposed resist. (d) Next, the pattern is transferred into the
SiO2 hard mask via a CHF3 RIE etch. (e) The pattern is then transferred into the quantum well
slab with a HI-based ICPRIE etch. Lastly, the slab is undercut by dissolving the InP sacrificial layer
beneath the slab with a HCl wet etch.
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3.4 Integration of PCs with LC
Now we discuss some of the issues and considerations involved with integrating PCs
with LC. We begin by describing the relevant LC parameters that must be considered
and the inherent tradeoff between a LC infiltrated PC cavity’s tunability and its Q.
We then discuss the process of fabricating a LC cell around the PC lasers. Lastly,
we highlight some aspects of LC behavior which impact the tuning characteristics
of PC cavities. In particular, we focus our attention on domain formation and the
confinement effects LC experiences when infiltrated into the small holes of a PC.
3.4.1 Liquid Crystal Parameters
As mentioned previously, infiltrating the PC with LC decreases the slab/cladding
refractive index contrast and decreases the cavity mode’s vertical confinement, low-
ering its Q. Moreover, the LC can introduce further losses due to scattering if it is
not uniformly aligned [31], especially within the holes of the PC. To mitigate these
deleterious effects, a LC featuring the lowest refractive indices and smallest birefrin-
gence should be used. Fortunately, the birefringence of LCs tends to decrease as
the refractive indices decrease, and so both desirable qualities can simultaneously be
realized. Unfortunately, as with the cavity design criteria the LC selection involves a
tradeoff between Q and tunability. Both the lower refractive index, which causes the
lasing mode field to penetrate less into the cladding, and the smaller birefringence,
which decreases the possible refractive index modulation, reduce the tuning range
of the laser. For this work we chose a common LC (MLC-6815 from Merck) with a
low refractive index (ne = 1.519, no = 1.467 at 589 nm) and a modest birefringence
(0.05 at 589 nm) to maximize the cavity Q while still obtaining a detectable lasing
resonance shift. In the future, as cavity designs and fabrication methods improve,
LCs with a larger birefringence can potentially be used to increase the tuning range
of the PC lasers.
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Figure 3.9: Cross-section of LC cell constructed around PC lasers. The LC comprising the top
cladding layer is estimated to be approximately 15 µm.
3.4.2 Liquid Crystal Cell Fabrication
To construct an LC cell around the PC lasers, the PC sample was first glued along
with two spacers to a transparent conducting indium tin oxide (ITO) glass plate that
served as the bottom cell electrode. A drop of LC was then placed onto the PC
sample. A second ITO plate was glued to the spacers, and the resulting gap between
the top ITO plate and the PC sample was approximately 15 µm. The ITO plates
were chosen to minimize absorption at 1.55 µm and feature 92% transmission at that
wavelength. The LC cell was then heated above the LC’s clearing point (67oC) on a
hotplate at 90oC for 5 minutes which helped ensure complete infiltration into the PC.
It should be noted that this heating step is now believed to be superfluous for the
LC infiltration. Without exception, excluding the heating step seemed to make no
difference in the degree of infiltration.2 This implies the capillary-like forces present
within the PC holes are sufficient to completely draw the LC into the structure. After
heating, wires were attached to the ITO plates with conducting tape which were then
connected to a power supply. A schematic of a completed cell is shown in figure 3.9.
3.4.3 Liquid Crystal Domain Formation
In the absence of an alignment layer, the LC is not uniformly aligned, meaning the di-
rectors exhibit orientational fluctuations. These director fluctuations lead to domain-
like behavior in the LC [84]. For short (micron) length scales, the LC is predominantly
aligned in a given direction, but for longer length scales no correlation exists between
the orientations of disparate regions.3 Even in the presence of an alignment layer,
2This step was excluded in the experiments discussed in the next chapter.
3The LC is believed to be primarily oriented homogeneously though, and so the lack of an orientation correlation
for longer length scales means LC in disparate regions are rotated with respect to each other but are all still oriented
in the plane of the PC.
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Figure 3.10: Schematic showing origin of domain wall formation. (a) With no voltage applied across
a standard LC cell, the LC is aligned parallel to the plates. (b) When a voltage is applied across
the cell that is above the threshold voltage, the LC reorients and aligns in the direction of the field.
For voltages below saturation the LC is not perfectly aligned to the field and multiple orientation
possibilities exist for the LC that are energetically equivalent. The interface between these different
orientations forms a domain wall which separates the two regions. These domain walls can be seen
using PIM and appear as bright lines in the images.
domains can still form in the LC. Take for instance the standard LC cell configuration
shown in figure 3.10 (a). The LC is aligned parallel to the plates and an applied field
is oriented perpendicular to this orientation. As the voltage is increased above the
Freedericksz transition threshold, the LC begins to tilt and align parallel to the field.
From a free energy standpoint, however, multiple equivalent possibilities exist for the
LC to do this, and two of them are shown in figure 3.10 (b). The intersection of these
two orientations forms a wall, separating the two domains. These domain walls can
be observed using PIM (see figure 3.11), and the shape of the domain wall can be
used to quantitatively determine physical properties (e.g., ratios of elastic constants)
of the LC [31].
3.4.4 Confined Geometry Effects
The behavior of LC in confined geometries is of obvious relevance when infiltrating
LC in PC holes. The two most important issues of concern are the prevalent orien-
tations that exist within the holes and the impact the confined hole geometry has on
controlling the LC orientation. The LC community has investigated these issues in
part by studying the behavior of LC in small cylindrical pores. Two systems which
have been used for the studies are Nucleopore and Anopore membranes [85]. Nucleo-
pore membranes are 10 µm thick polymer membranes that have cylindrical channels
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Figure 3.11: Polarization interference microscopy image of LC domains. The bright lines are the
domain walls formed by LC aligning differently in response to an applied electric field as in figure
3.10
penetrating through them with radii ranging from 30 nm to 12 µm. Anopore mem-
branes can be thicker, but the pore diameters are limited to 200 nm (which happens
to be the approximate diameter for our PC cavity defect holes).
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques are used to determine the stable LC
orientations within the pores. The orientations which have been found to exist include
the escaped radial with point defects, planar-polar, escaped-twisted, planar-bipolar,
parallel axial, tilted axial, and twisted bipolar [85]. Several of the more common
configurations are shown in figure 3.12. The factors which determine the lowest free
energy configuration and, hence, LC orientation are the hole size, the surface texture,
LC interaction with the hole’s inner surface, and the temperature (for thermotropic
LCs). Although chemical affinities may exist between LC and some materials which
can influence an LC’s orientation, usually the orientation is determined by the physical
inner wall geometry. The inner walls of the PC holes are dependent upon the etch
characteristics and so may vary from one sample, or even one hole, to another. A
possible scenario is that the etch process leaves nanometer-scale striations parallel to
the hole axis, which favors a parallel axial LC orientation. Unfortunately, the NMR
technique used to investigate LC orientations within holes requires extremely long
holes and, as such, is not compatible with PC laser samples. The short aspect ratio
of the PC holes (length to diameter ratio is close to one) raises another concern. The
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of three LC configurations commonly found in small cylindrical holes. Top
and cross-section views are provided for (a) escaped radial with point defect, (b) planar-polar, and
(c) parallel axial configurations.
configurations shown in figure 3.12 are found in extremely long-essentially infinitely
long holes. In comparison, the PC holes are short, and so the LC configuration is
likely to be a hybrid between one of the idealized hole configurations and the cladding
layer configurations.
Another aspect of the confinement effects (experienced by the LC infiltrated within
the PC holes) of concern is the extent to which the orientation can be actively con-
trolled with electric fields. Earlier in the chapter we discussed the role surface anchor-
ing plays in parallel plate LC cells. Specifically, surface anchoring inhibits alignment
of LC within a characteristic length of the surface. To determine an LC’s character-
istic length for a given surface, one needs to know the LC’s elastic modulus and the
surface anchoring energy. Unfortunately we know neither of these. We can, however,
make conservative estimates using data compiled for other LC systems [33]. By doing
so, a conservative lower bound of 100 nm is reached for a characteristic length. In
other words, the characteristic length is at least as large as the radius of our PC cav-
ity defect hole. Consequently, we expect the surface anchoring induced orientation
within the PC defect holes to be largely unaffected by the applied electric field. This
is unfortunate because it significantly reduces the tunability of our lasers.
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3.5 Electrical Tuning of LC Infiltrated PC Lasers
We now discuss our efforts in successfully tuning PC lasers with infiltrated LC. We
begin by describing the experimental setup and procedures used to characterize the
lasers as well as the LC. Polarization interference microscopy is used again to provide
valuable insight into the orientational behavior of the LC both with and without an
applied electric field. Next the results of the electrical tuning of the PC lasers are
presented and analyzed. The section concludes with a discussion of the effects of LC
domain orientation and surface anchoring on the tuning characteristics of the lasers.
3.5.1 Experimental Setup and Procedures
Samples were measured using a micro-photoluminescence (µPL) setup similar to the
one shown in figure 3.13. The samples were pumped with 10 mW peak power using an
830 nm laser diode with a pulse length of 15 ns and a periodicity of 1.5 µs. Pump light
was focused onto the sample using a 100x microscope objective lens. The emitted
light from the cavities was then collected through the same objective lens and directed
into an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) for recording of spectra. A polarizer was
also occasionally inserted in front of the OSA to test the polarization properties of
the emitted light. Spectra were acquired while adjusting the voltage applied across
the LC cell. These spectra were then analyzed to determine the tuning characteristics
of the lasers.
We initially encountered significant difficulties achieving lasing with the PC cavi-
ties after infiltrating them with LC. This is understandable given that the infiltrated
cavities’ simulated Qs are approximately 2,000. This roughly coincides with the Qs
of the first comparable PC lasers ever reported [66]. The early testing results were
discouraging and we investigated the feasibility of creating customized LC mixtures
or even diluting LC mixtures in an effort to decrease the overall refractive index and
boost the cavities’ Qs. Eventually, however, we were able to achieve lasing in our PC
samples and these efforts were abandoned. Before obtaining lasing, though, we made
a critical alteration to our testing procedure. The change was made to guarantee
that a potentially legitimate PC sample would not be prematurely eliminated from
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Figure 3.13: Schematic of µPL setup used to characterize PC lasers. Light from an 830 nm laser
diode was focused onto the PC sample with a 100x objective lens. Emitted (or reflected pump) laser
light was collected by the same objective lens and was either sent to an OSA to record the spectra,
into a CCD for imaging, or into an IR camera to view the modal profiles. A removable polarizer
could be inserted in front of the OSA to measure the polarization of the light emitted by the PC
laser. A computer running LabView was used to store the spectra recorded by the OSA and was
integrated with a Super NintendoTMcontroller which was used to trigger the spectra acquisitions. A
picture of a slightly modified version of the setup can be seen in the next chapter in figure 4.18.
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consideration. The original testing algorithm first characterized the lasers before in-
filtration and then tested them again after infiltration, devoting more attention to
the best lasers from the first round of testing. Although quick, this procedure was
susceptible to eliminating perfectly good lasers for a couple of reasons. First, if a
cavity was barely of sufficient quality to lase, then the pumping conditions needed
to be nearly ideal to achieve lasing. Given the number of pump parameters (e.g.,
pump location, period, width, power, and spot size), finding these ideal pump con-
ditions was time consuming and impractical to thoroughly investigate for all devices.
The original testing algorithm was inadequate in identifying the best cavities, which
should warrant most thorough testing. This inadequacy resulted from the wavelength
dependence of the quantum well gain spectrum (see figure 3.14) in conjunction with
the significant red-shift of the resonant wavelengths that occurred due to LC infiltra-
tion (see figure 3.15). A cavity which seemed exceptionally good before infiltration
may become horrible after infiltration because the cavity resonance started near the
peak of the gain spectrum but shifted considerably past it after infiltration. The ideal
cavity was one whose resonance shifted into the gain maximum after LC infiltration.
To accommodate this reality the testing algorithm was modified as follows. First,
all lasers were characterized before infiltration and again after infiltration with a 1.3
refractive index matched fluid. Based on these measurements, a subset of the cavi-
ties were tested after infiltration with a 1.4 refractive index fluid, and another subset
was then tested after infiltration with a 1.45 refractive index fluid. The cavities were
then infiltrated with the LC and the best cavities thoroughly tested with much effort
expended on optimizing pump conditions.
Lasing of the PC cavities after LC infiltration was confirmed by recording charac-
teristic input power-output power (L-L) curves as shown in figure 3.16. The measured
peak threshold power of approximately 5 mW for the LC infiltrated cavity is signifi-
cantly higher than thresholds from similar cavities without LC infiltration [86]. The
higher threshold after infiltration is attributed to increased losses primarily from the
decreased vertical confinement. Further losses were introduced by reflection and ab-
sorption of the pump laser by the ITO plate, scattering of the lasing mode’s light
from nonuniformly aligned LC, and by the LC coupling, through polarization rota-
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Figure 3.14: Emission spectrum from unprocessed InGaAsP material. The emission is a maximum
at 1550 nm, the desired engineered maximum.
Figure 3.15: Experimental demonstration of PC laser tuning with liquid infiltration. Lasing wave-
lengths are recorded for several samples after infiltrating with index-matched fluids. The resonant
wavelengths red-shift approximately 80 nm after being infiltrated with a 1.45 refractive index liquid.
This shift is in good agreement with simulations which predict a shift of about 90 nm and is also
roughly the resonance shift expected due to infiltrating the cavities with the LC.
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Figure 3.16: L-L curve of laser infiltrated with LC. The lasers were pumped with 30 ns pulses
and 3 µs periodicity. The laser peak threshold power is estimated to be approximately 5 mW.
The relatively high threshold is primarily attributed to the increased losses associated with the LC
infiltration.
tion, photons out of the TE-polarized lasing mode.
3.5.2 Liquid Crystal Characterization
The refractive indices of the LC used in this work are only specified at the LC industry
standard 589 nm and not at the relevant wavelengths of 1.55 µm. To characterize the
LC at infrared wavelengths, we infiltrated PC lasers with the LC and compare the
resonance shifts to the shifts obtained by infiltrating the same cavities with index-
matched fluids. Within this method’s resolution, the experiments indicated the LC’s
refractive indices, and by extension the birefringence, to be the same at 1.55 µm
as at visible wavelengths. Therefore, in the analysis which follows we assume the
LC’s refractive indices and birefringence at 1.55 µm to be those specified at 589 nm.
The uncertainty of this method is dominated by the fact the LC orientation in the
PC is not known. In theory the ambient refractive index experienced by a cavity
mode due to the LC can range anywhere from no (director everywhere orthogonal to
polarization axis of mode) to ne (director parallel to polarization axis), but most likely
the surface anchoring-governed LC orientation yields an effective ambient refractive
index far from either extreme.
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Figure 3.17: Michel-Levy chart showing the color region accessible given the LC’s birefringence
(∼0.05) and thickness (∼15.0 µm), keeping in mind the PIM images are created by light traversing
the LC cell twice.
3.5.3 Polarization Interference Microscopy Analysis of LC
Polarization interference microscopy was used to further characterize the LC and also
proved to be a valuable tool in analyzing the laser tuning data (discussed below). Since
we knew the LC’s birefringence and its thickness (∼15 µm), PIM provided substantial
information regarding the orientation of the bulk LC in the top cladding layer above
the PC slab. By examining the PIM images prior to applying a voltage across the cell
and referring to the Michel-Levy chart (see figure 3.17), we determined that the LC
exhibited a homogeneous (planar) orientation (see figure 3.18 (a)). Secondly, the LC
spontaneously formed domain-like features with length scales commonly exceeding a
few tens of microns (see figure 3.18 (b)). Rotation of the sample with PIM revealed
these in-plane domain-like structures were rotated with respect to each other.
Polarization interference microscopy provided further insights into the LC behav-
ior during voltage modulation. The PIM images were studied to infer information
regarding the LC behavior as a function of the voltage applied across the cell. The
existence of a Freedericksz transition can clearly be observed with an abrupt and
dramatic change in the image. At threshold, the colorful image became mostly black,
which was expected given that the LC was now oriented vertically and parallel to the
electric field (see figure 3.19 and external movie file EtunedPCPIMmovie1.mov). By
recording PIM images while slowly ramping the voltage, the threshold voltage was
determined to be approximately 4 V, larger than the specified AC threshold voltage
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Figure 3.18: Polarization interference microscopy images showing LC planar orientation and domain-
like features. (a) By referring to the Michel-Levy chart in figure 3.17 we see the bulk LC is predom-
inantly homogeneously aligned. The gradient in color is attributed to a gradient in cell thickness
caused by the ITO top electrode plate not being parallel to the PC substrate. The cells are normally
fabricated with the top plate parallel to the PC substrate. Scale bar is 500 µm. (b) A close-up of
part (a) denoted by the white box. In this image the domain-like structures are more clearly seen
and the hexagonal PC samples can be seen as well. The LC forms well-aligned regions that are
rotated with respect to each other, causing variations in the brightness of the image but not in color
(the variations in color are due to variations in the degree of in-plane alignment). Scale bar is 250
µm.
of 2.3 V. The discrepancy may have been due to charging effects resulting from our
DC modulation.4 As the voltage was increased beyond threshold, the LC increasingly
aligns itself parallel to the field and normal to the PC sample. By increasing the volt-
age until negligible further alignment was observed in the bulk LC, the saturation
voltage was estimated to be approximately 8 V.
Polarization interferencemicroscopy also revealed the existence and behavior of LC
domains above threshold. As the voltage was ramped above the Freedericksz tran-
sition, the numerous small domains quickly merged and collapsed into a few large
domains. The remaining domain walls can be seen as white lines in the PIM images,
and further consolidation can be induced and accelerated by increasing the voltage
across the cell (see figure 3.20 and external movie file EtunedPCPIMmovie2.mov).
During repeated cycling of the voltage between zero and saturation, the PIM inter-
ference pattern always returned to the same configuration, suggesting the LC exhib-
ited surface alignment memory resulting from surface anchoring (see figure 3.21 and
external movie file EtunedPCPIMmovie3.mov). Even though the bulk LC changed
4The LC industry normally uses AC modulation to increase the longevity of the devices and to minimize impurity
and charging effects which can compromise the device performance. These effects may explain the slightly higher
than expected threshold voltage.
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Figure 3.19: Sequence of PIM images showing LC undergoing Freedericksz transition. The voltage
applied across the cell is slowly ramped from 0 V (a), through the threshold voltage (b) and (c),
and up to 20 V (d). The threshold voltage is determined using this method and is approximately 4
V. As the voltage is increased toward saturation, the LC continues to align parallel to the electric
field and causes the PIM image to become black.
orientation throughout the cycling, the LC near the surfaces remained anchored. The
bulk LC orientation appeared to be determined by the orientation at the surfaces.
The surface anchoring locked the orientation of the LC near the surfaces into a stable
configuration which then propagated through the bulk LC in the cell.
One drawback to the PIM technique is that it only reveals information about the
bulk LC orientation and, as such, does not provide conclusive evidence of the ori-
entation in the vicinity of the PC slab. The PIM images are unable to distinguish
whether or not the bulk LC orientation is due to the anchored LC at the PC surface,
electrode surface, or both. With that said, however, the planar geometries of the
PC slab and the ITO plate favored a homogeneous LC orientation and the PIM data
suggest that neither surface was anchored vertically (homeotropically). Therefore,
with a high degree of confidence the LC is believed to be primarily oriented homoge-
neously in the vicinity of the PC slab. The tuning data presented later in the chapter
also supports this hypothesis. The presumed homogeneous alignment is the desired
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Figure 3.20: Sequence of PIM images showing LC domain consolidation. All images are taken at
voltages above the Freedericksz transition. Consolidation of domains is indicated by disappearing
domain walls (bright lines). The red boxes in (a) highlight domain walls which are in the process of
disappearing in the sequence of images (a)-(d).
alignment for our tuning experiments and is the reason why an alignment layer was
not used. We originally investigated using a rubbed polyimide layer to induce a ho-
mogeneous LC orientation but discontinued these efforts after observing that the LC
tended to automatically possess this orientation after the cell fabrication.
3.5.4 Electrical Tuning Results
During the optical pumping of the PC cavities, the LC was reoriented and the lasers
were tuned by application of an electrostatic field between the top ITO electrode and
the InP wafer substrate. The tuning range strongly depends on the LC’s refractive
indices and the birefringence at the lasing wavelength (∼1.55 µm), the zero-field LC
orientation, the overlap between the lasing mode and the LC, and the electric field
pattern generated by the electrodes. For the sake of establishing a baseline for the
laser tuning range, the LC is assumed to have a spontaneous random orientation. The
influence of the applied voltage on the LC orientation is modeled using electrostatic
simulations of the generated electric field patterns (see figure 3.22). These simulations
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Figure 3.21: Sequence of PIM images showing LC surface alignment memory. (a) This image shows
the initial LC orientation with no voltage applied across the cell. (b) This image is taken as the
voltage is ramped through the Freedericksz transition. (c)-(d) These images are taken when the LC
is aligned vertically with 20 V applied across the cell. A domain wall can be seen moving across
the PC samples. (e) This image is taken as the voltage is ramped down through the Freedericksz
transition. (f) This image is taken with no voltage applied across the cell. The beginning and
ending LC orientations appear to be identical. The LC at the surfaces is believed to be anchored
and dictates the orientation of the bulk LC in the cell.
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Figure 3.22: Finite element simulation of electric field around PC slab generated by the ITO elec-
trodes. Electric field magnitudes are represented by a normalized color scale from 0 to 1, and arrow
direction and length denote field direction and amplitude, respectively. (a) Cross-section of the PC
membrane slab. The electric field is screened from the PC holes due to the doped semiconductor
slab. (b) Close-up of field in central defect hole denoted by red box in part (a). The simulation
suggests the electric field does not penetrate appreciably into the defect hole. The screening of the
electric field may significantly impair the ability to tune the lasers by prohibiting the controlled
alignment of the LC within the PC holes.
indicate the LC in the top cladding layer can be aligned vertically, but the electric field
is sharply damped in the holes of the PC due to the screening by the conducting PC
membrane. Fortunately, the lasing mode features an evanescent field which extends
into the cladding layers and is influenced by the refractive index in these regions.
Therefore, changing the refractive index in the top cladding layer can achieve tuning
of the laser.
To demonstrate LC tuning of the PC lasers we recorded lasing spectra as a function
of the gate voltage applied across the cell. The electrostatic simulations predict the
LC in the top cladding should align vertically to the surface, lowering the refractive
index from ∼1.485 to ∼1.467 and blue-shifting the lasing wavelength. Such a blue-
shift was observed upon ramping the gate voltage from 0 to 20 V (see figure 3.23).
The tuning starts at approximately 4 V, in agreement with the observed threshold
voltage using PIM, and signals the onset of the Freedericksz transition [87]. In figure
3.23 (a), a maximum blue-shift of approximately 1.2 nm is observed at 20 V but larger
tuning ranges of nearly 2 nm were also obtained using similar device geometries. The
magnitude of the tuning range suggests only the LC in the top cladding layer was
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Figure 3.23: Demonstration of laser tuning via LC realignment. a) Laser spectra taken with an
applied voltage ranging from 0-20 V across the LC cell. The threshold for tuning is approximately
4 V, coinciding with the measured LC threshold voltage using PIM (see figure 3.19). A maximum
blue-shift of 1.2 nm is measured at 20 V. For clarity note lasing wavelength monotonically decreases
with increasing voltage, with the 0 V trace being the far right and the 20 V trace being the far left.
b) Lasing wavelength versus applied voltage for a voltage ramp cycle. Although the tuning rate
lessens at higher voltage, the data suggest saturation is not even reached at 20 V and further tuning
may be possible with stronger fields. The tuning is reversible but demonstrates a slight hysteresis
at low fields which may be due to charging or impurity effects. The marker box height represents
the upper bound of the uncertainty in the lasing wavelength obtained from the spectra.
being aligned to the field, a topic discussed further below. This tuning is independent
of the DC field polarity. A slight hysteresis can be observed which may be attributed
to charging and impurity effects in the LC (see figure 3.23 (b)).
3.5.5 Effect of LC Domain Orientation on PC Tuning Range
The PC cavity modes exhibit in-plane electric field components with the X and Y
dipole-like modes primarily polarized along the X and Y directions, respectively. The
effective refractive index experienced by the high-Q Y dipole mode due to the LC is
dependent upon the orientation of the LC with respect to the mode’s polarization
axis as shown by equation 3.1.
If the LC spontaneously forms homogeneously oriented domains as the PIM data
suggest, then equation 3.1 implies a variability of laser tuning range based upon the
orientation of the domains with respect to the polarization axis of the lasing mode
(see figure 3.24). The tuning range is dependent upon the effective refractive index
difference from the zero-field state to the saturated state. The zero-field refractive
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Figure 3.24: Illustration of PC laser tuning dependence on LC domain orientation. (a) Close-up
of Y dipole mode showing polarization structure with superimposed hypothetical LC molecule. b)
Interference pattern captured using PIM showing the LC spontaneously forming domains above PC
lasers (hexagons). The laser tuning ranges are partly dependent upon the zero-field LC orientation
in the top cladding. Maximum tuning occurs when the LC is initially oriented such that its director
is parallel to the mode’s dominant polarization direction (shown in (a)). In this scenario the mode’s
top cladding refractive index modulation is essentially the maximum possible and ranges from ne to
no. As the LC zero-field orientation differs from the ideal case, the achievable tuning decreases and
is a minimum when the LC’s director is aligned orthogonal to the polarization axis.
index is a function of the domain orientation, but the saturated refractive index is
always the same (no). Maximum tuning is thus expected when the refractive index is
initially ne and is then switched to no. This can occur when the LC domain is initially
oriented such that the LC directors are aligned parallel to the mode’s polarization
axis. Conversely, minimum tuning is expected when the domain is initially aligned
perpendicular to the mode’s polarization axis. The observed distribution in tuning
range data suggests that this is indeed the case.
3.5.6 Effect of Surface Anchoring on PC Tuning Behavior
The surface anchoring experienced by the LC at the ITO and PC slab interfaces
locks the crystal into a stable configuration. One of the manifestations of the surface
stabilization is that the LC exhibits surface alignment memory. Upon cycling the
voltage between zero and saturation, the LC returns to its original configuration set
by the boundary conditions (see figure 3.21). Both the tuning and PIM data indicate
this reversibility is occurring. The stable configuration experienced by the nematic
state can be destroyed, however, by heating the LC above its clearing point and
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into the isotropic state. Upon cooling and condensing back into the nematic state,
the LC settles into a different stable configuration. This is confirmed by measuring
different tuning ranges for the same lasers after thermal cycling and also by observing
a different PIM interference pattern of the bulk LC.
Beyond stabilizing the tuning behavior of the lasers, LC anchoring to the surface of
the PC slab also inhibits their tuning range. The surface anchoring heavily influences
the alignment dynamics of the LC in the vicinity of the PC membrane, where the
lasing mode’s evanescent field is strongest. The surface anchoring inhibits the LC
from aligning along the electric field and thus decreases the tuning of the laser. The
effects of the surface anchoring are the most pronounced for LC closest to the PC
membrane. As the gate voltage is increased, LC molecules progressively closer to the
PC membrane minimize their free energy by aligning along the electric field direction.
This progressive alignment explains the continued tuning of the lasers even far above
the saturation voltage (see figure 3.25). Although the surface anchoring reduces the
overall tuning range, a benefit is that it enables the lasers to be continuously and
precisely tuned over a range of wavelengths. Unlike other tuning methods such as
lithographic tuning, LC tuning enables Angstro¨m or even sub-Angstro¨m precision in
the control of the lasing wavelength.
Two outstanding questions that remain are the zero-field LC orientation and the
degree of LC alignment in the PC holes. The electrostatic simulations indicate the
field is screened from the holes, which limits the ability to control the alignment
there. Of even greater importance, however, is the likelihood that the LC experiences
anchoring to the inner walls of the holes. Liquid crystals have been studied in similar
confined geometries and are found to experience relatively strong surface anchoring
effects. The LC in these confined geometries can also feature homeotropic or escaped
radial orientations among others [85,88,89]. As a result, even if the electric field had
penetrated the PC holes, the LC might still not have aligned appreciably to the field,
but remained stationary. Finite-difference time-domain simulations of the expected
tuning range of the lasers support the premise that negligible alignment occurs within
the PC holes and the alignment is confined to the top cladding layer. For example,
simulations predict a blue-shift of 1 nm for an initially randomly oriented LC, but with
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Figure 3.25: Presumed LC orientation at three different field regimes. a) Below threshold, the LC
is oriented homogeneously. b) Immediately above threshold the bulk LC aligns parallel to the field,
but the LC near the PC surface remains anchored to the surface. c) As the voltage is increased, LC
progressively closer to the PC membrane find it energetically favorable to reorient and align parallel
to the field. Note LC in holes is drawn with a random orientation for convenience. The actual
orientation within the holes is not known, but numerous possibilities exist and are discussed in the
previous chapter.
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only the top cladding switching to a vertical orientation. As discussed previously, the
tuning range is increased when the LC in the top cladding layer is initially oriented
such that its director is aligned parallel to the lasing mode’s polarization axis. For
this case the simulated tuning range increases to 2 nm. The tuning range sharply
increases, however, if the LC in the holes aligns with the field. Finite-difference time-
domain simulations predict a tuning of 6 nm when both the holes and top cladding
are aligned from a random state. Therefore the tuning data suggest that only the top
LC cladding layer is aligning to the field.
3.6 Discussion and Conclusion
We have fabricated and demonstrated LC infiltrated electrically tunable PC lasers.
These PC lasers were fabricated from a slab containing active InGaAsP quantum
wells by using electron beam lithography followed by several etching steps. The PC
cavity geometry and LC were chosen to maximize the Q of one of the cavity’s dipole
modes after LC infiltration. Cells were constructed around the laser samples with
transparent, conducting ITO plates as the modulating electrodes. The tuning be-
havior and LC orientation dynamics were characterized by recording laser spectra
while adjusting the gate voltage across the cell and also by analyzing interference
patterns obtained with PIM. Electrostatic simulations indicate the conducting PC
slab screened the applied electric field and the field did not significantly penetrate
the holes of the PC. The minimal electric field, surface anchoring, and confinement ef-
fects experienced by the LC within the holes suggest the LC orientation could only be
controlled in the top cladding layer. The observed laser tuning ranges in conjunction
with FDTD simulations of the expected tuning range support this assertion. Further-
more, by studying interference patterns using PIM we discovered the LC in the top
cladding layer spontaneously formed homogeneously oriented domains. Simulations
indicate the lasers’ tuning ranges to be dependent upon the relative orientation of
the LC domains to the lasing modes’ polarization axis. Experimental results of laser
tuning ranges and PIM interference patterns, obtained through thermal cycling the
LC between nematic and isotropic states, support this link. Lastly, the absence of a
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tuning saturation is believed to be due to the LC anchoring to the PC slab. Although
surface anchoring inhibited the overall tuning range of the lasers, an advantageous
side effect is that it enabled continuous and precise tuning of the lasing wavelength.
The demonstration of an LC infiltrated electrically tuned PC laser is significant in
several respects. First, incorporating various device optimizations can significantly
increase the tuning range of the lasers, perhaps by an order of magnitude or more,
and possibly enable the lasers to be used in future lightwave systems, spectroscopic
applications, etc. Possibilities for increasing the tuning range include designing a
higher Q cavity which can support the use of a wide assortment of LCs featuring
larger birefringence, using more efficient electrode geometries to enhance the control
over the LC orientation, or by using an alignment layer to control the LC zero-field
orientation. In particular, if the surface anchoring and confinement effects could be
reduced in the holes, then the orientation of the LC in the top cladding layer may be
able to propagate through the PC holes and thus dramatically increase the tuning
range. Beyond an electrically tunable laser, these structures also provide a platform
to probe the behavior of LCs confined in nanoscale geometries while enabling the
simultaneous study of a LC’s nonlinear optical interaction with an intense optical
field. Furthermore, the successful integration of electronics and fluidics with PC
lasers demonstrates the flexibility of these structures and suggests that even further
functionalization is achievable. In fact, the next chapter discusses one such example
of using fluidic and polymeric integration to create optically triggered Q-switched
PC lasers. These devices, whose defining functionality emerges directly from the
integration of PC lasers with the fluidic and polymeric materials, are specifically
designed to bypass the limitations associated with the electrically tuned PC lasers
resulting from the inability to control the LC orientation within the holes of the PC
lasers.
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Chapter 4
Optically Triggered Q-Switched
Photonic Crystal Lasers
In the previous chapter we discussed the electrical tuning of PC lasers by the con-
trolled reorientation of infiltrated LC. One of the limitations of that project was that
the LC orientation could only be controlled in the top cladding layer above the PC,
not in the PC holes. Even if the semiconductor slab did not screen the aligning
electrostatic field from the holes, the LC would likely still not appreciably reorient
due to the strong surface anchoring present in the small holes. Not controlling the
LC orientation in the PC holes is a significant setback because the evanescent field
contribution to the cavity mode is relatively small as compared to the contribution
within the holes. As such, the achievable tuning of the lasers is limited to a fraction
of what it would otherwise be. In the hopes of circumventing this problem, a new
material called PAP is introduced and integrated with the PC lasers. The polymer is
utilized in implementing a different scheme for modulating the emission of PC lasers.
This new scheme is referred to as Q-switching, but it is not the same as conventional
Q-switching [2, 15]. Whereas traditional Q-switching yields pulsed lasing1 from tem-
porally modulating a single cavity mode’s Q, the Q-switching presented here involves
selecting the lasing mode by quasi-statically modulating the relative Qs of two cavity
modes.
The chapter begins by introducing PAP. The polymer’s physical properties are
presented along with a thorough discussion of the polymer’s experimental charac-
1Generally, Q-switching refers to the technique of generating high-power laser pulses by periodically lowering and
raising a laser cavity’s Q. The lower Q enables an increase in energy buildup within the cavity which can then be
quickly released as a brief and intense laser pulse by increasing the Q and bringing the laser above threshold.
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terization. Section 2 describes the methodology underlying the Q-switching tech-
nique. Section 3 describes the new cavity that is specifically designed to implement
Q-switching. The Q tunability and Fourier analysis of the cavity modes are also ad-
dressed. Section 4 describes the integration of PAP and LC with PC lasers. Section 5
encompasses the experimental aspects of realizing the Q-switched lasers. It begins by
describing the experimental setup and procedures including the PAP/LC alignment
procedure. The motivation for using the PAP is its reported ability to align LC.
Evidence is then presented demonstrating the LC aligning to the PAP’s orientation.
The section concludes with the data demonstrating the Q-switching and a discussion
of the various possible Q-switching regimes. The chapter ends with some discussion
of future directions in research and conclusions.
4.1 Photoaddressable Polymer
The PAP utilized and investigated for integration with PC lasers was chosen for its
unique optical properties. The most relevant properties exhibited by the birefringent
PAP is its ability to be aligned with polarized visible light and in turn align LC. The
polymer features a PMMA backbone with azobenzene chromophores and mesogenic
side chains [90,91](see figure 4.1). The chromophores absorb visible light and undergo
trans-cis-trans isomerization cycles [92–94]. The excited cis state is able to rotate
and undergoes rotational diffusion (but may also exhibit orientation biases due to
steric and dipolar interactions with the neighboring side chains) before returning to
the largely immobile ground state. The isomerization process can continue until the
chromophore is oriented orthogonal to the polarization of the incident light. At this
point, the transition dipole moment is zero and no further excitations can occur.
The chromophore and mesogenic side groups tend to align parallel and reinforce each
other’s orientation. In the end, both the chromophore and mesogenic side chains are
oriented orthogonally with respect to the incident polarized light (see figure 4.2). The
mesogenic side chains mimic the behavior of LC and also contribute to the polymer’s
large birefringence (∼0.4 at visible wavelengths). The liquid crystalline nature of the
mesogenic sides chains is also likely responsible for the polymer’s ability to align LC.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of a typical PAP chemical structure. The longer molecule (a) is the mesogenic
side group, whereas the shorter molecule (b) is the azo-chromophore. The chemical composition of
the monomers can vary, but the monomers are typically present in roughly equal concentrations in
the polymer. The side groups are attached via spacers to a methylmethacrylate backbone. The azo-
chromophores absorb light and undergo trans-cis-trans isomerization cycles, the primary alignment
mechanism in the polymer. The mesogenic groups follow the orientation of the chromophores and
help reinforce it [91]).
Figure 4.2: Schematic of PAP aligning orthogonal to the polarization axis of incident light. (a)
Initially the PAP is randomly oriented. (b) Upon illumination with visible light, the chromophore
side groups undergo trans-cis-trans isomerization cycles, during which they are free to rotate. This
process continues until the chromophore side groups are oriented orthogonally with respect to the
actinic light’s polarization axis. At this point the transition dipole moment is zero and the chro-
mophore groups can no longer be excited, and so their orientation is frozen. The mesogenic side
groups follow the orientation of the chromophores, and eventually the entire PAP becomes aligned
orthogonal to the actinic light’s polarization axis.
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4.1.1 Experimental Characterization
The initial strategy was to directly infiltrate the PC lasers with the PAP and tune the
emission by controlling the orientation of the birefringent polymer. Towards achieving
this goal a considerable effort was spent investigating the PAP’s physical and optical
properties. The first priority was to thoroughly characterize the polymer’s optical
properties. To do this we assembled the optical setup shown in figure 4.3. This
setup measured the birefringence of PAP films and transmission of light through
the films during illumination by a visible writing laser. The setup initially used a
488 nm Ar ion laser to write the PAP and the birefringence was probed at 670 nm.
Later, a second probe laser was added to measure the birefringence at 1550 nm,
the wavelength at which the PC lasers were designed to operate. Before discussing
the details and operation of the experimental setup, a note is in order. All optical
measurements presented here were based on determining the ratio of power measured
from two detectors. To minimize the error in these measurements, we calibrated
all of the detectors at the beginning of each experimental run. Furthermore, the
optical setup was designed with a minimum of optical components to eliminate any
superfluous component which could otherwise introduce errors in the measurements.
A side effect of this reductionist approach, however, was that the probe lasers were
oriented obliquely to the sample (approximately 4o for 670 nm and 8o for 1550 nm).
Although this introduced errors in the measurements, these errors were systematic
and are believed to not be the dominant error source in the experiment.2
The writing laser first passed through a series of polarizers which set the polar-
ization to either linear or circular. Usually the writing laser was linearly polarized,
and the polarizers were arranged such that the intensity was independent (in theory)
of the polarization angle. The writing laser was then split by a beam splitter with
one part going into a detector and the other part writing the polymer and then going
into a second detector. The ratio of power measured by these two detectors was used
to determine the absorption of the writing laser by the polymer during the writing
process. The birefringence of the polymer was determined by the probe lasers. Both
2Measuring the PAP film thickness with a profilometer is believed to be the dominant error in the characterization
measurements.
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Figure 4.3: Photoaddressable polymer optical characterization setup. (top) Picture of setup. (inset)
Picture of setup with Ar laser writing PAP. (bottom) Schematic of optical setup for characterizing
the optical properties of the PAP. The PAP was written either with a 488 nm Ar ion laser or a 532 nm
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (not shown). The birefringence was measured using probe lasers
at 670 nm and 1550 nm. The probe lasers were linearly polarized at a 45o angle with respect to the
linearly polarized writing lasers. The birefringence was determined by measuring the polarization
rotation of the probe lasers traversing the PAP with detectors arranged to measure the ratio of
horizontally and vertically polarized light emanating from the sample.
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probe lasers operated under the same conditions. The lasers were initially horizon-
tally polarized when they struck the sample. The polarization was then rotated by an
amount proportional to the polymer’s birefringence, its orientation with respect to the
polarization axis, and film thickness. A beam splitter then separated the transmitted
light into horizontal and vertical components before the light struck the detectors.
The birefringence was then determined by the following equation [95]
∆n =
λ
pid
sin−1
√
I⊥
I⊥ + I‖
(4.1)
where λ is the probe laser’s wavelength, d is the sample thickness, and I‖ and I⊥ are
the powers measured for the horizontal and vertical polarizations, respectively.
Numerous PAP samples were fabricated for testing. The polymer was first dis-
solved in tetrahydrofuran and diluted to concentrations of 100 g/L, 50 g/L, and 25
g/L, and was then spun at 3000 RPM for 40 seconds on coverslips and heated at 60oC
for 10 minutes on a hotplate. The sample thicknesses were measured using a pro-
filometer and found to be approximately 600 nm, 260 nm, and 130 nm, respectively,
with some variability between the samples. Note that these samples were consid-
erably thicker than the PAP films ultimately used for the Q-switched laser. When
these samples were made, the intention was still to directly infiltrate the PC with
the polymer. Once this was no longer the case (see below), then considerably thinner
samples became preferable to the original thicker ones.
Below is a discussion of a series of experiments conducted to characterize the phys-
ical and optical properties of the PAP. The experiments focused particularly on inves-
tigating the properties relevant to PC integration. The first experiment studied the
birefringence during numerous writing cycles. The Ar laser’s polarization was repeat-
edly switched between 45o and 135o, and the writing intensity was ∼140 mW/cm2.
The data show that the PAP exhibits an initial birefringence of approximately 0.37
at 670 nm which decays quickly with the writing cycles (see figure 4.4). The decay is
explained by a phenomenon referred to as photobleaching. As mentioned earlier, the
PAP aligns itself orthogonally with respect to the polarization of the writing laser.
In other words, for any given writing polarization the PAP can orient itself in any
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Figure 4.4: Photoaddressable polymer birefringence versus writing time. The initial written bire-
fringence is approximately 0.37 at 670 nm but quickly decays due to photobleaching to around 0.07.
The slight oscillation in the maximum birefringence for each writing step is likely due to imbalanced
writing intensities between the two different writing polarizations.
direction within a plane that is orthogonal to the polarization axis. The polymer can
thus satisfy this requirement by tilting out-of-the-plane of the film, which reduces
the measured (in-plane) birefringence (see figure 4.5). With each successive writing
cycle and in the absence of a restoring mechanism, the polymer tilts progressively
more until it is oriented completely out-of-the-plane and can no longer be written
and exhibits zero measured birefringence [96].
For the next experiment a second probe laser was added to compare the PAP’s
birefringence at 1550 nm to its birefringence at visible wavelengths. Quantifying the
birefringence at 1550 nm is important because this is the wavelength region in which
the PC lasers operate. Determining the birefringence at this wavelength enables the
estimation of the tunability of the lasers. A representative PAP writing dataset is
shown in figure 4.6. As is common for liquid crystalline materials, the birefringence
is found to be lower at infrared wavelengths. The data show that the birefringence
at 1550 nm is approximately 0.67 that of 670 nm. Further experiments suggest the
birefringence at 1550 nm is a bit lower, approximately 0.61 that of 670 nm.
The next experiment was designed to study the degree of anisotropy in the film
due to the spinning process. Researchers have claimed in the literature that the spin-
ning process induces a planar orientation in the film [97]. To test this we decided
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Figure 4.5: Schematic illustrating PAP photobleaching process. (a) Initially the PAP is oriented
along the X axis. Then, visible light polarized along the X axis illuminates the polymer. (b) The
polymer now rotates until it is orthogonal to the polarization axis. This means the polymer can
align itself anywhere along the Y-Z plane and not just along the Y axis. (c) Next, Y polarized light
illuminates the polymer, and the polymer now aligns along the X-Y plane. So instead of returning to
the X axis, the polymer now possesses some out-of-plane alignment and is oriented at an angle θ with
respect to the X axis. A few comments regarding the photobleaching process are in order. Although
the polymer can realign anywhere within a plane when illuminated with linearly polarized light, the
polymer exhibits a strong bias to maintaining a planar orientation. This bias is attributed to two
causes. First, probabilistically the polymer is most likely to realign completely in-plane. This can
be seen by viewing the realignment as a rotational diffusion (i.e., random walk) process, and an in-
plane realignment represents the shortest “rotational path” available to the polymer. Secondly and
probably more importantly, the in-plane bias is also attributed to dipolar interpolymeric interactions
which help to maintain a dominant in-plane orientation. Researchers have investigated the factors
influencing the photobleaching rate and have even designed new PAP with particular structural
characteristics to inhibit the photobleaching and thus increase the number of useful writing cycles
available with the polymer.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of PAP birefringence at 670 nm to 1550 nm. The PAP’s birefringence mea-
sured at 1550 nm (the designed optimum operating wavelength for the PC lasers) is approximately
two thirds the birefringence measured at 670 nm using the optical setup and procedure described
earlier in the chapter.
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Figure 4.7: Residual PAP birefringence versus annealing temperature. The PAP’s birefringence
was completely erased for annealing temperatures above 160oC, and the PAP became randomly ori-
ented. The subsequent written birefringences were lower after annealing, indicating that the polymer
initially possessed a degree of planar alignment due to the spinning process. The residual birefrin-
gences at annealing temperatures of 180oC and higher are primarily attributed to measurement error
intrinsic to the optical setup.
to write the polymer samples before and after annealing them and to compare the
subsequent birefringence. The samples’ initial birefringence was measured to be ap-
proximately 0.4 (at 670 nm) before the annealing. The samples were then annealed on
a hotplate for 15 minutes at several temperatures and the birefringence remeasured
(figure 4.7). Although some birefringence remained up to 160oC, the birefringence
was completely eliminated at higher temperatures. The samples were then rewrit-
ten, but the maximum birefringence obtained after annealing was usually about 0.2,
half of the pre-annealing birefringence. This result agrees with the hypothesis that
the spinning process introduces a planar orientation. The annealing randomizes the
polymer and thus increases the out-of-plane alignment.3 This in turn decreases the
maximum (in-plane) birefringence that can be written with these samples. Conduct-
ing further experiments with annealing cycles and measuring the subsequent written
birefringence shows that the possibility does not exist of thermal degradation being
a source for the decrease in birefringence. The planar orientation induced by the
spinning process not only increases the achievable birefringence, but is also conducive
for aligning LC and is discussed later in this chapter with PIM.
The last set of experiments investigated the writing of the PAP under conditions
3The PAP orientation can also be randomized (and photobleached) using circularly polarized light.
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that mimic those to be found in the PC setup. The polymer writing was tested with
a 40 mW frequency-doubled 532 nm Nd:YAG laser, the actual writing laser used in
the PC laser setup. Considering the polymer’s absorption band cutoff was around
630 nm, the green laser was suitable for writing the polymer as anticipated. The
last experiment involved testing the writing of the polymer with white light. This
was crucial because white light was required for imaging purposes during testing
of the PC lasers. If white light could write the polymer fast enough then it may
have been unintentionally written and completely photobleached before the actual
experiments even began. Multiple tests with several light intensities were used for
the testing and we found that the polymer could be written with white light and even
diffuse unfocused white light (albeit slowly). In response to this, precautions were
implemented during the PC laser testing to prevent inadvertent polymer writing and
are discussed later in the chapter.
4.1.2 Applications
Photoaddressable polymer may be suitable for future optical data storage applica-
tions. Two methods which have been proposed include using the polymer either as
a thin rewritable recording layer analogous to the DVD format or possibly as write-
once data storing holograms [91, 96]. One reason why PAP may lead to significantly
higher data storage for DVDs is their ability to implement gray level recording. The
PAP birefringence can be locally written with a laser. The state or “bit” is then
read by measuring the degree of polarization rotation experienced by a probe laser
traversing the polymer film. Relatively small variations in the polarization rotation
can be measured and so each film location can be used to store considerably more
information than with conventional two-state bits. Although this method permits
higher data densities for DVD-like storage devices, densities can be further increased
with holographic-based devices. A two-dimensional image (possibly created with LC-
based spatial light modulators) is encoded onto a signal laser and interfered with a
reference beam inside a block of PAP. The interference pattern is written into the
polymer as a hologram and can be read in parallel by shining the reference laser
on the sample. Data densities can be further increased using angular multiplexing.
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Slightly changing the incident angle of the reference laser enables new holograms to
be written and read without interfering with the other holograms. Prototypes demon-
strating these PAP-based storage techniques have been constructed and successfully
tested. It remains to be seen if the technology will sufficiently mature for products
to reach the marketplace though.
4.2 Motivation for Q-Switching
One of the limitations encountered with the electrically tuned PC laser, described in
the previous chapter, was the inability to control the LC orientation in the holes of the
PC. The tuning only occured by changing the refractive index in the top cladding layer
through LC realignment, which only overlapped with the mode’s evanescent field. As
a result, the tunability of the lasers was greatly diminished. Increased tuning can of
course be achieved by somehow obtaining control of the LC’s orientation in the holes
of the PC, but considering how strongly the LC is anchored to the inner walls of the
holes, this possibility remains unlikely even if an electric field can penetrate into the
holes. Another alternative for increasing the tuning range is to completely change the
method by which the cavity is tuned. Instead of relying on tuning by changing the
optical path length of a single cavity mode, the tuning can be increased significantly
by incorporating a second mode and using an entirely different tuning methodology
referred to as Q-switching.
4.2.1 Q-Switching Methodology
The advantage of the Q-switching technique is that it surmounts the fundamental
limitation plaguing the optical-path-length-based tuning method by largely decou-
pling the birefringence of the infiltrated material from the cavity tunability. This is
achieved by no longer using the infiltrated material as a tuning element but rather
using it as a switching element to switch the cavity emission between one of two
cavity modes (see figure 4.8). To implement this, first a cavity was designed and
fabricated that supported two high-Q orthogonally polarized modes. Then the cavity
was infiltrated with a birefringent material such as LC. Since the cavity modes are
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Figure 4.8: Schematic illustration of Q-switching methodology. By rotating a birefringent material in
the top cladding layer (e.g., LC), the effective refractive index experienced by orthogonally polarized
cavity modes can be controlled. This, in turn, affects the relative modal Qs and is the basis for the
implementation of the Q-switching technique presented in this chapter.
orthogonally polarized and the modal Qs depend sensitively on the ambient refractive
index, by controlling the orientation of the LC one can control the refractive index,
and hence Q, of each mode. By rotating the LC, the relative Qs can be tuned and
the desired mode can be selected to lase. Lastly, since the two modes resonate at
different wavelengths, switching a laser’s output between the modes also switches the
wavelength of the laser’s emission.
Experimentally, the Q-switching can be implemented with a scheme that controls
the in-plane orientation of infiltrated LC. Both electrical and optical methods were
investigated to actuate the LC. Pairs of electrodes were deposited around the PC
samples to generate the in-plane electric fields required for the LC actuation (see figure
4.9 (a) and (b)). Although never fully implemented, the mask designs and processing
steps were mostly characterized. For completeness, a thorough discussion of this
fabrication procedure is presented later in the chapter. The second LC alignment
method utilized a layer of PAP whose alignment was controlled with a polarized green
laser. The PAP oriented orthogonally with respect to the incident light’s polarization
axis and, in turn, the LC aligned parallel to the PAP (see figure 4.9 (c) and (d)).
This LC alignment method was used to implement the Q-switching, and the details
of the method are described later in the chapter.
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Figure 4.9: Schematic of Q-switching implementations utilizing LC as the control element. (a) and
(b) Electrodes are used to generate electric fields to align the LC in the top cladding layer. By
adjusting the potential across the two sets of electrodes, the LC can be aligned in any arbitrary
direction in the plane of the PC. (c) and (d) A polarized laser, in conjunction with a film of PAP,
is used to align the LC orthogonal to the writing laser’s polarization axis. By controlling the
polarization, the LC can be aligned in any arbitrary direction.
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4.3 Photonic Crystal Cavity Design
The cavity design criteria for the Q-switched PC laser was significantly more stringent
than for the electrically tuned laser. Beyond having a single post-infiltration high-Q
mode which substantially overlapped with the environment, the implementation of
the Q-switching technique required two orthogonally polarized high-Q modes after
infiltration. Specifically, our goal was to design a cavity that supported two modes
with Qs of at least 4000 at an ambient refractive index of 1.5. Setting this somewhat
arbitrary level for the Qs was meant to compensate for any extra losses incurred
by the infiltrating material and to guarantee lasing was possible in both modes si-
multaneously. The design of a cavity which satisfied all of these requirements took
considerable effort. The general strategy employed was the following. To remove the
possibility of a spurious FDTD simulation4 or some other abnormality from unjustly
eliminating a design family from consideration, we first simulated a group of closely
related cavity designs with an ambient refractive index of 1.0. Simulating all cavity
Qs with a 1.0 ambient refractive index provided a baseline for comparing new designs
with past simulations. We, however, were not interested in the air immersed cavity
Qs per se, but rather valued these Qs for their predictive power in identifying designs
which featured high Qs, even with high ambient refractive indices. From our expe-
rience, we know the Qs drop precipitously as the ambient refractive index increases,
and we also know the drop in Q nearly always decreases monotonically with increasing
ambient refractive index. A typical Q versus ambient refractive index dependence is
shown in the next section (figure 4.13). Using this known behavior of Q and ambient
refractive index, we modeled the cavities and discarded the ones that did not support
at least one mode with a Q above a certain threshold, say 12,000.5 The cavities which
passed this filter were then modeled with an ambient refractive index of 1.5 and were
optimized until at least one mode’s Q surpassed 4000, if possible. If this goal was
4The FDTD simulations were conducted in a similar manner as the ones described in chapter 3 with one notable
exception. Due to the more stringent design requirements, we sought to increase the simulation accuracy by boosting
the spatial resolution to about 31 points per lattice period.
5We acknowledge that initially simulating cavities in air and later optimizing them with higher ambient refractive
indices (and vice versa) raised the possibility of discarding some designs with abnormal or pathological Q/ambient
refractive index dependencies (e.g., Q is constant at 5000, independent of ambient refractive index). We took this
concern under consideration and attempted to minimize the probability of this occurring by setting the air immersed
Q threshold “relatively low.” In the end, we thought the benefit of having a common baseline of Qs for comparison
with all previously modeled cavities outweighed the small risks of prematurely discarding legitimate cavity designs.
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met, then the cavity was further optimized to maximize the Q of the second mode
while not lowering the Q of the other mode below 4000. This process continued until
a cavity satisfying all objectives was discovered.
Admittedly, the cavity design algorithm contained a substantial amount of iter-
ative random-walk-style optimization. Machine learning techniques such as genetic
algorithms and neural networks as well as inverse mathematical methods were eval-
uated for developing a more efficient algorithm for cavity design optimization, but
ultimately were discarded for several reasons. Perhaps the most serious problem which
afflicts all automated cavity design algorithms is the large dimensionality of the de-
sign problem. By sacrificing thorough exploration of the design parameter space, the
dimensionality can be decreased by restricting the number of free parameters speci-
fying the cavity design. The design space is truly enormous, though, and reducing it
to the point of a tractable design problem will likely only result in mediocre cavities
(or restrict the design algorithm to merely tweak, enhance, or simply rediscover an
already known decent geometry). Another obstacle in using the genetic algorithms
and neural networks methods is the representation or parameterization. How does
one efficiently parameterize a cavity such that machine learning algorithms can make
sense of the parameterization and then use it for optimizing the cavities? The param-
eterization dilemma itself is not insurmountable, but it leads to another hurdle. The
phase space for “good” cavity designs is extremely sparse and little correlation may
exist, in general, between the parameters specifying “good” cavities (or at least the
correlation between good cavities can be extremely difficult to decipher). In other
words, the machine learning algorithms can not effectively learn to optimize cavities
solely by analyzing the evolution of the cavity parameters and the resulting effects
on Qs because multiple cavities with little correlation in the parameters specifying
their designs can have equally high Qs. The success of machine learning algorithms
can likely be greatly improved, however, if they can be used to identify and optimize
cavity characteristics which universally (or at least frequently) boost cavity Qs. For
example, graded lattices [98] and displaced holes [64] appear to boost Qs by decreas-
ing a mode’s Fourier components which lie above the cladding’s light cone. Using
machine learning techniques to optimize such general design guidelines and then ap-
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plying the method to particular cavity designs is likely to be somewhat successful
and should be pursued. Another limitation of some machine learning techniques is
the reliance of the techniques on training data. Unfortunately, the number of known
good (i.e., single high-Q mode cavities) cavities is very small (∼10), let alone the
number of known cavities which satisfy the requirements for the Q-switching tech-
nique introduced here (1). This provides for a very meager training set for learning
algorithms.
Beyond machine learning techniques, several researchers have studied the cavity
design problem and have made insightful discoveries (which were discussed in the
previous chapter) [64, 74, 75]. These techniques are undoubtedly useful in designing
single-mode high-Q cavities in air, but it is unclear how effective these methods are
for designing a cavity satisfying the more stringent requirements for Q-switching from
scratch. All of this suggests that the cavity design problem is far from being solved.
As experiments demand cavities with atypical or multiple constraints, new insights
will be required to expedite the design process. Improving cavity design techniques
remains an active area of research.
4.3.1 Photonic Crystal and Cavity Parameters
The overarching criteria governing the design of the cavity was that it supported
two orthogonally polarized high-Q modes after LC infiltration. As with the previous
electrical tuning project, we investigated cavities within a triangular lattice because
of its relatively large photonic bandgap and resulting robustness towards a decreased
refractive index contrast. We concentrated our modeling efforts on point-like defect
cavities, as these cavities are known to generally support orthogonally (X and Y)
polarized dipole modes [99]. An early success in the cavity design process was the
realization of a cavity with a Y polarized mode exhibiting a high Q, even with an
ambient refractive index of 1.5. The next step was to modify this design in such a
way to raise the Q of the X dipole mode while not sacrificing too much Q from the
Y dipole mode. To achieve this, we settled on the strategy of trying to replicate the
cavity as seen by the higher-Q Y dipole mode for the X dipole mode. We were able
to do this without seriously degrading the Y dipole mode because of the orthogonal
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Figure 4.10: Schematic of idealized cavity design and real fabricated cavity. (a) Three dimensional
rendered image showing idealized cavity. (b) Scanning electron micrograph of actual fabricated PC
laser cavity. The square-like cavity geometry is designed to replicate the cavity experienced by the
Y polarized mode for the X polarized mode without substantially decreasing the Y mode’s Q. The
periodicity of holes is 450 nm. The inset shows a close-up of the cavity geometry taken with a sample
tilted 15o. Scale bar, 2 µm. Inset scale bar, 500 nm.
modal profiles. The X mode is largely confined along the cavity’s Y axis of symmetry,
whereas the Y mode is confined along the X axis. So by tweaking the cavity design
along the Y axis, the Y mode’s effective cavity could be replicated for the X mode
without significantly perturbing the cavity as experienced by the Y mode. We found
our strategy to be successful, and an SEM image of the intuitive final cavity design
and resulting mode profiles are shown in figure 4.10 and 4.11, respectively. Further-
more, as expected, the dipole-like modes are orthogonally polarized as verified by the
FDTD simulations as shown in figure 4.12. The main characteristic of the cavity is
the square-like defect structure. The square-like structure achieves the goal of boost-
ing the X dipole mode’s Q at little expense to the Y mode’s Q. The cavity is also
embedded within a graded lattice [98], which further enhances the modal Qs. The
full specification of the cavity can be found in table 4.1.
A couple of concluding remarks regarding the cavity modeling are in order. First
of all, we found that optimizing a cavity’s Q in air does not necessarily optimize the
cavity for a higher ambient refractive index. The X and Y dipole modes corresponding
to the final cavity design have relativelymodest Qs of 12,000 and 30,0000, respectively
in air, but both have relatively high Qs of 4000 at an ambient refractive index of 1.5
(figure 4.13). Throughout the course of the cavity modeling, numerous cavities were
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Figure 4.11: Photonic crystal cavity modes. Finite-difference time-domain simulation of Z compo-
nent of magnetic field for (a), X polarized and (b), Y-polarized modes. The orthogonal nature of
the modes’ polarizations can be seen in the magnetic field patterns but are explicitly shown in figure
4.12.
Figure 4.12: Photonic crystal cavity modal polarization structures. Finite-difference time-domain
simulation of the (a) X polarized and (b) Y polarized cavity modes.
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Table 4.1: Detailed specification of Q-switched cavity design. Any cavity parameter which is not
explicitly specified is to be taken as the unaltered crystal value.
discovered with higher air-cladding Qs, but the Qs tended to plummet with increasing
cladding refractive index and were lower at an ambient refractive index of 1.5. Also,
the most significant challenge in the design process was to get both modes’ Qs above
the 4000 threshold. Even though the design efforts continued after the discovery
of the first cavity, satisfying all stated requirements, the original cavity remains the
only known cavity which possesses two modes with Qs of at least 4000 at an ambient
refractive index of 1.5.
4.3.2 Cavity Q Tunability
As mentioned earlier, the Q-switching is in part due to the tuning of the relative Qs
of the two cavity modes. The degree of control we have over the cavity modes’ Qs
is dependent upon the sensitivity of the Qs to the ambient refractive index and on
our ability to control the ambient refractive index. Shown below in figure 4.14 is
the reproduced figure 4.13 displaying the sensitivity of Q versus ambient refractive
index with the addition of a darkened box highlighting the refractive index range
accessible by the infiltrated LC (ZLI-3086 from Merck, no = 1.5040, ne = 1.6171 at
589 nm). Fortunately, the Q tunability implied by the figure underestimates the real
tunability. To understand why this is the case, first note that this figure was generated
from simulations which assumed an isotropic ambient refractive index. In reality, the
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Figure 4.13: Simulation of cavity mode Qs versus ambient refractive index. Although the modal
Qs are significantly different at low ambient refractive indices, they converge at higher refractive
indices, and both modes maintain a Q exceeding 4000 even at an ambient refractive index of 1.5.
These high Qs are critical for achieving lasing with both modes after infiltrating the cavities with
LC.
infiltrated LC creates an anisotropic ambient refractive index environment which has
an enormous effect on the cavity Qs. In particular, the rotation of LC produces an
asymmetry in the cladding refractive indices, significantly degrading the Qs [100]. So
in reality our control over the cavity Qs is likely to far exceed that which is implied
in figure 4.14.
4.3.3 Fourier Space Analysis of Cavities
In chapter 3 the important concept of the “light cone” was introduced, and its rele-
vance to estimating cavity mode Qs was discussed. Cavity mode contributions above
the light cone are not well confined and are free to radiate vertically into the cladding
layers. In light of this, several researchers have proposed and implemented a cavity
design rule for maximizing a cavity’s Q by minimizing the modal components above
the light cone [64,74,75]. We use this design rule to evaluate the differences between
the new cavity design presented earlier in this chapter and the one presented in the
previous chapter.
First, for each cavity geometry we utilized FDTD simulations to excite the cavities
and then to isolate the resonances. Next we obtained spatial field profiles of the cavity
modes by filtering the temporally evolving fields at the resonant cavity frequencies.
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Figure 4.14: Simulation of cavity mode Qs versus ambient refractive index. The gray box marks
the ambient refractive index range achievable by infiltrating the PC with the LC. This refractive
index range in conjunction with the Q simulations provide an estimate of the Q tunability of our
cavities. Note, however, the Q tunability estimate using these simulations likely underestimate the
real tunability of the cavities because they assume an isotropic ambient refractive index, whereas in
reality the cavities have anisotropic ambient refractive indices.
Once we had the spatial modal profiles we then applied a Fourier transform to obtain
the modal profiles in momentum (or k) space. Figure 4.15 shows the k-space modal
profiles for the cavity modes discussed in this chapter and the previous chapter. Light
cones are indicated by the red circles. Any modal components within these circles are
leaky and contribute to cavity losses. The figures on the left (right) column were ob-
tained with an ambient refractive index of 1.0 (1.5). As the ambient refractive index
increases towards 1.5, the light cone increases for all the cavity modes and consumes
larger portions of the modes. This effect can clearly be seen by comparing the images
from the left and right columns. Further analysis of the images reveals the likely rea-
son why the new cavity design supports significantly higher Qs after LC infiltration
than the previous design. By comparing the simulation of the old Y polarized cavity
mode (figure 4.15 (b)) to the new Y and X polarized cavity modes (figure 4.15 (d)
and (f), respectively), one sees the old cavity mode’s k-space distribution start to sig-
nificantly overlap with the light cone at the higher ambient refractive index, whereas
the new cavity mode distributions overlap considerably less. This characteristic is
likely the reason why the new cavity design exhibits two significantly higher-Q modes
even after LC infiltration than the earlier design.
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Figure 4.15: Simulation of k-space modal distributions and cladding light cones. Simulations of k-
space distributions for (a) and (b) old Y polarized cavity mode, (c) and (d) new Y polarized cavity
mode, and (e) and (f) new X polarized cavity mode. The simulations on the left column feature
an ambient refractive index of 1.0, whereas the right column has an ambient refractive index of 1.5.
The red circles represent the cladding light cones. Note how a significantly larger fraction of the
mode in (b) is enclosed within the light cone than in (d) and (f). This is likely the reason for the
superior Qs exhibited by the new cavity design after LC infiltration. The figures are plots of the
absolute value of the Fourier transformed Bz field amplitudes. The field profiles are acquired from
the middle of the PC slab.
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4.3.4 Laser Fabrication and Wafer Specification
The wafer specifications and fabrication procedures were similar to those discussed
in chapter 3. A new wafer was grown with the same specifications given in table 3.1.
Like the previous wafer, the new one also had an experimentally measured emission
maximum at 1.55 µm (shown in figure 4.19). The fabrication procedure remained the
same as the procedure illustrated in figure 3.8 except for minor changes in a couple
etch parameters necessary to compensate for changing etch conditions over time.
4.4 Integration of PCs with PAP and LC
The initial motivation behind using PAP can be understood in terms of the problems
encountered utilizing LC to electrically tune the emission wavelength of PC lasers.
The most serious limitation with LC was the inability to control its orientation within
the PC holes. This difficulty arose because of two reasons. First, the electric field
was screened from inside the holes by the doped semiconductor slab. The screening
by itself, however, may not preclude alignment within the holes. In theory, the
alignment of the LC in the top cladding layer can propagate through the holes of
the PC if it were not for the second problem: surface anchoring. The LC likely
experienced strong surface anchoring effects at the inner walls of the PC holes, which
would inhibit alignment even in the presence of an electric field. Surmounting this
alignment problem was the initial motivation behind directly integrating PAP with
the PC lasers. The alignment mechanism for PAP, which is based on photo-induced
isomerization cycles, is fundamentally different than for LC and could possibly be
immune to confinement effects. Unfortunately, due to fabrication difficulties we were
never able to successfully infiltrate PC holes with the PAP to test this hypothesis. We
made numerous attempts to spin PAP films onto the PC samples but were never able
to both infiltrate the PCs and still maintain a reasonably homogeneous film. Spinning
extremely dilute solutions favored high quality films but did not infiltrate the crystals
well (see figure 4.16). On the other hand, spinning more concentrated solutions may
have infiltrated the crystals more, but the film quality was poor (see figure 4.16). One
source of difficulty associated with the spinning process is linked to the solvent used for
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PAP dissolution. The solvent, tetrahydrofuran, evaporates extremely quickly, which
makes spinning high quality films difficult. Using another solvent (if it exists) that
evaporates slower may improve matters. Another possibility for directly infiltrating
PAP with PCs may be to use critical point drying techniques. Again, another solvent
which is both suitable for critical point drying and dissolves PAP must be found
before this can even be tried. Stamping a film of PAP into a PC may be another
alternative. This technique is not appropriate for our fragile membrane structures,
but other robust PC devices supported by a low index oxide layer may be compatible
with the stamping process. After failing to infiltrate the PC lasers directly with the
PAP we decided to instead utilize the PAP as an optically triggered LC alignment
layer. Using the PAP film as an intermediary to optically control the LC orientation
bypassed the arduous task of obtaining the same functionality using electrostatic
fields.6
4.4.1 Photoaddressable Polymer Film Fabrication
The purpose of the PAP film was to serve as an optically actuated LC alignment layer.
Ideally the layer should respond quickly to the optical trigger and minimally scatter
and absorb the pump beam and laser emission. As discussed in the PAP section in
the beginning of the chapter, the response time of the polymer increases with film
thickness due to absorption of the actinic light. So to minimize both absorption
and writing time, extremely thin films should be used. Spinning thinner films also
generally produced higher quality films. Our PAP films were made first by heavily
diluting the polymer in tetrahydrofuran at a concentration of 15 g/L. The solution
was then mixed for 10 minutes with a magnetic stir bar to help ensure complete
dissolution of the PAP in the solvent. The PAP was then deposited onto a coverslip
that was already spinning at 3500 RPM for 40 seconds. Depositing the PAP onto
spinning substrates dramatically increased the quality and uniformity of the films.7
Finally, the PAP samples were baked on a hotplate at 60oC for 10 minutes to ensure
6Using electrostatic fields to align the LC was also investigated. Later in the chapter we discuss our efforts to
develop the processing procedure required for depositingmultiple layers of electrodes necessary to generate the in-plane
electric fields for the Q-switching technique.
7Tetrahydrofuran has an extremely high vapor pressure and evaporates appreciably even in the time necessary for
the substrate to ramp up to the target RPM.
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Figure 4.16: Images showing poor PAP film quality. (a) PIM image taken after spinning a heavily
diluted PAP solution onto a PC sample and enclosing the sample in a LC-filled cell. The bright
areas denote the PC samples and indicate the PAP did not infiltrate the PC samples. (b) Close-up
of some PC samples from (a). (c) An SEM image taken of partially collapsed PC membranes from
the same sample as (a) and (b). The white areas are where there was no PAP. In other words, the
PAP films avoided the PC samples. The formation of PAP films seems to be repelled by surface
inhomogeneities and edges. The membranes likely collapsed during the spinning process. (d) An
optical micrograph image of a concentrated PAP solution spun onto a glass coverslip. The film
appears to be inhomogeneous, featuring radially directed striations. These striations may form in
response to rapid solvent evaporation during the spinning process.
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complete solvent removal. Atomic force microscopy measurements indicated the PAP
film thickness was 31 +− 1 nm with an estimated surface roughness of 1 nm.
4.4.2 Liquid Crystal Parameter Considerations
The same deleterious effects associated with LC infiltration mentioned in the previous
chapter also afflicted the Q-switched PC laser. Again, the main encumbrance was the
significant degradation of the cavity’s Q due to the decreased vertical confinement
caused by the lower refractive index contrast at the semiconductor/cladding interface.
To surmount this difficulty, in the last chapter we chose to integrate the PC lasers
with an LC with the minimum refractive indices. Although we were able to achieve
lasing using this LC, the small birefringence reduced the tuning of our lasers. For-
tunately for this project we have an improved cavity design with significantly higher
Qs. The higher Qs alleviated some of the restrictions placed on the selection of LC
by enabling the use of LC with higher refractive indices and larger birefringence. A
second loss mechanism associated with LC is scattering from heterogeneously aligned
LC molecules [31]. This scattering rate is sensitive to the LC’s dielectric anisotropy
(scaling as the second power of ‖ - ⊥) and should not be completely discarded. Un-
fortunately we do not know the degree of heterogeneity in the LC alignment in our
devices, and so an educated guess must be made as to the importance of this loss
mechanism.
The choice of LC again represents a tradeoff between cavity Q and tunability.
In the end, we chose to use nematic LC ZLI-3086 (no = 1.5040, ne = 1.6171 at
589 nm) from Merck. Having more than twice the birefringence of the LC used in
the previous chapter, this LC was a significant improvement over the previous LC.
Furthermore, this birefringence was critical in obtaining the Q-switching of our lasers.
The larger LC birefringence, however, had the drawback of being accompanied (as
usual) by higher refractive indices. The simulated Qs of the new cavity at these higher
refractive indices were still higher than the older cavity design with the previous
LC, which suggested a strong likelihood of achieving lasing after infiltration. In
short, the improved cavity design enabled the use of an LC with over twice the
birefringence while still maintaining a higher Q than the previous cavity. Lastly,
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Figure 4.17: Schematic of LC cell constructed around PC lasers. Thickness of LC and PAP films
were approximately 5 µm, and 31 +− 1 nm, respectively. Top coverslip is not shown.
another important justification for selecting this particular LC rested in its known
ability to be aligned by PAP [101–103], rendering it optically controllable and avoiding
the need for electrostatic contacts.
4.4.3 Liquid Crystal Cell Fabrication
The LC cell fabrication procedure was similar to the one specified in the previous
chapter. First, the sample along with two spacers was attached to a glass microscope
slide with PMMA. Next, a drop of the LC ZLI-3086 was placed on the PC sample and
the PAP film/coverslip was glued to the spacers with the PAP film facing towards the
LC (see figure 4.17). To improve the imaging of our lasers, the spacers were thinner
than in the earlier cells and were sufficiently thick to yield an estimated 5 µm gap
between the sample and PAP film.
4.5 Q-Switching of the PC Laser
This section discusses the experimental realization of Q-switched lasers. The sec-
tion begins with a description of the experimental setup and laser characterization
procedure, including the PAP writing procedure employed during the laser charac-
terizations. Next, evidence is presented which supports the conjecture that the LC is
aligned by the PAP. The experimental results demonstrating the actual Q-switching
are then given. The section concludes with a discussion of the various Q-switching
regimes in which the laser cavities can operate.
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4.5.1 Experimental Setup and Laser Characterization
The lasers were characterized using the µPL setup shown in figure 4.18. The vertical
orientation of the optical setup enabled the samples to lie horizontally, allowing for
the easy incorporation of liquids. The lasers were pumped with 11.7 mW peak power
from a semiconductor laser diode at 830 nm with a pulse length of 30 ns and a
periodicity of 3.0 µs.8 Pump light was focused onto the sample using a 100x long-
working-distance Mitutoyo objective lens and transmitted through the transparent
coverslip, PAP film, and the LC onto the PC slab. Emitted light was collected using
the same objective lens and was either directed into an OSA to record spectra or into
an IR camera for imaging of the mode profiles. A removable polarizer was also used
to measure the polarization properties of the emission. A dichroic mirror (reflected
visible/transmitted IR) was added to the previous µPL setup and enabled the PAP
to be written and the laser spectra to be recorded simultaneously. Another addition
to the setup was a continuous wave 532 nm frequency-doubled Nd:YAG PAP writing
laser. The laser was mounted on an X-Y-Z translation stage and a two-dimensional
tilt stage. The five degrees of freedom were necessary and sufficient to completely align
the PAP writing laser to the pump beam. A CCD was used for imaging purposes,
and the CCD was also essential in adjusting the PAP writing laser such that it was
coincident with the pump beam at the sample plane.
A new InGaAsP wafer, with a similar design as described in table 3.1, was grown
for the Q-switching experiments. Like the previous wafer, this wafer was designed to
have an emission maximum at 1550 nm. The emission spectrum is shown in figure
4.19. The improved cavity design resulted in a high success rate for achieving lasing
after infiltrating the cavities with liquids. Lasing after infiltration was confirmed by
the recording of L-L curves which were indicative of lasing (see figure 4.20). The L-L
curves were recorded after infiltrating the cavities with liquids up to a refractive index
of 1.5 (a curve acquired after LC infiltration is shown later). The lasing threshold
begins at around 1 mW with no infiltration and increases up to nearly 6 mW after
infiltration. The increase in threshold is attributed to the increase in losses due
8The lasers were pumped far above threshold to eliminate the possibility of Q-switching a laser marginally above
threshold with a minor change in cavity Qs. Our goal was to achieve the Q-switching by inducing significant changes
in the cavity Qs.
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Figure 4.18: Photonic crystal laser µPL setup. a) Picture of setup. b) Schematic of µPL setup
redesigned for Q-switching project. Light from an 830 nm laser diode was focused onto the PC
sample with a 100x objective lens. Emitted laser light was collected by the same objective lens and
either was sent to an OSA to record the spectra or into a CCD for imaging. A removable polarizer
could be inserted in front of the OSA to interrogate the polarization of the light emitted by the PC
laser. A 532 nm PAP writing laser was aligned to be coincident with the pump beam, and a dichroic
mirror enabled the PAP writing and laser pumping/spectra recording to occur simultaneously. A
polarizer in front of the PAP writing laser was used to control the orientation written into the
polymer. Lastly, a removable polarizer could be inserted directly above the objective lens. This
polarizer was used to prevent photobleaching of the polymer by the white light required for imaging
and locating the sample. This polarizer was always oriented in the same direction to initialize the
PAP for all samples equally.
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Figure 4.19: Emission spectrum from unprocessed InGaAsP material. The emission drops quickly
away from the maximum at 1550 nm.
to decreased vertical confinement. Lasing resonance shifts were also measured as a
function of the ambient refractive index (see figure 4.21). The measured tuning rate
was approximately 200 nm per unit of ambient refractive index change for the Y
polarized mode, which was the same as the estimated FDTD simulated tuning rate.
4.5.2 Photoaddressable Polymer Writing Procedure
The PAP writing procedure and other miscellaneous considerations were as follows.
The PAP (and by extension LC) was written using the 532 nm laser in the µPL
setup with an intensity ranging from 6 W/cm2 (X polarization) to 12 W/cm2 (Y
polarization) and a spot size of approximately 11 µm in diameter. To ensure writing
saturation, the PAP was written for intervals of one second, although the onset of
tuning was observed even for the shortest writing intervals of approximately 10 ms.
The PAP writing time could likely be reduced further with little loss in writing
efficiency. The PAP writing occurs during photo-induced isomerization cycles between
the trans and cis conformations of the azo moiety and has an absorption cutoff of
approximately 630 nm [94]. The visible absorption cutoff was critical, for it meant the
pump beam (830 nm) did not inadvertently write the PAP as well. A low intensity
white light was necessary to initially image and locate individual PC laser samples.
A removable polarizer oriented along the Y axis was always used with the white light
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Figure 4.20: L-L curves acquired for the same lasing resonance after infiltrating with several index-
matched fluids. The lasing threshold starts at around 1 mW before infiltration and rises to nearly
6 mW as the ambient refractive index increases to 1.5.
Figure 4.21: Lasing wavelengths recorded for the Y polarized mode from three samples as a function
of ambient refractive index. The tuning rate for all samples is approximately 200 nm per unit of
ambient refractive index change.
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to prevent photobleaching and to initialize the PAP to the same orientation for the
subsequent laser characterization.
4.5.3 Verification of PAP Aligning LC
Polarization interference microscopy provided evidence of the LC aligning parallel to
the PAP and of the PAP orienting as a result of the green writing laser. By referring
to the Michel-Levy diagram (see figure 4.22), the PIM images suggested the LC in
the cell may have been homogeneously oriented (see figure 4.23), though we can not
be certain due to the false coloration introduced by the light passing through the red
PAP layer. As mentioned earlier, the PAP is believed to have a planar orientation
after being spun on the substrate [97]. Assuming for the moment the LC was in fact
aligning parallel to the PAP [101–103], then the bulk LC should have followed the
PAP’s orientation and also be aligned homogeneously. A photobleaching experiment
was implemented to try and determine the extent to which the LC aligned parallel to
the PAP. For this purpose an unpolarized dim white light was shone onto the PAP and
LC cell. If the LC followed the PAP orientation, then as the polymer photobleached
and aligned vertically, the LC should have also aligned vertically. Images taken of
the photobleaching show the LC slowly aligning vertically over a period of a couple
minutes (see figure 4.24 (a)-(d) and external movie file QswitchedPCPIMmovie.mov).
Similarly, another photobleaching experiment was conducted by shining unpolarized
white light through a photomask placed on top of a PAP film. As figure 4.24 (e)-(f)
shows, the mask patterns were transferred into the PAP film and aligned the LC
vertically where the PAP was bleached. No individual piece of evidence conclusively
proved that the LC exhibited planar alignment in the cell and that it aligned parallel
to the PAP, but all of the individual pieces of evidence, including the results in the
literature, taken as a whole, overwhelmingly supported these conjectures [101–103].
Lastly, PIM also showed that the writing laser did in fact write the PAP. Figure
4.25 shows images taken after exposing the polymer with the green laser. In the first
image, the laser spot including the diffraction rings can clearly be seen in the polymer.
In the second, the sample was quickly translated during exposure and demonstrated
the polymer could be written with extremely brief exposures.
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Figure 4.22: Michel-Levy chart showing the possible colors accessible given the LC’s birefringence
(∼0.11) and thickness (∼5.0 µm), keeping in mind the PIM images were created by light traversing
the LC cell twice.
Figure 4.23: Polarization interference microscopy image of LC cell in contact with a PAP film. Due to
the absorption of the PAP, red light was preferentially transmitted and distorted the coloration of the
PIM image. Although this limited the usefulness of the image in determining the LC orientation, at
the very least the interference pattern revealed the LC was not completely homeotropically aligned.
The LC orientation in the center of the PIM image appears to be dominated by a disclination defect.
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Figure 4.24: Polarization interference microscopy images of PAP films demonstrating photobleach-
ing. (a)-(d) This sequence of images was taken while illuminating a PAP film comprising one side of
a LC-filled cell with dim unpolarized white light. (a) Initially the LC exhibited some degree of planar
orientation but oriented out-of-plane as the PAP photobleached (b)-(d). The black images indicate
the LC was primarily oriented homeotropically, in the same direction as the PAP. The white arc in
(c) and line in (d) connecting the two defects at the top and bottom is believed to be the interface
between two LC domains. (e)-(f) These PIM images were taken with the same conditions as in
(a)-(d), except now the unpolarized white light photobleaching the PAP was transmitted through a
photomask. The patterns written are (e) the Caltech emblem and (f) a “smiley” face.
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Figure 4.25: Polarization interference microscopy images of PAP films written using the PL setup.
These images were taken by illuminating a PAP film comprising one side of a LC-filled cell with the
532 nm green laser in the PL setup shown in figure 4.18. (a) The writing laser was focused on one
spot for several seconds and moved to another spot. The diffraction rings of the laser can clearly
be seen in the PIM image. (b) The writing laser was quickly translated across the PAP film in the
vicinity of PC lasers. Even though the exposure time was short ( 1 second), the PAP appeared
to still have been written.
4.5.4 Q-Switching Results
Lasing spectra were recorded by optical pumping of the PC cavities while systemati-
cally varying the LC orientation in the top cladding layer via the PAP layer. The PAP
orientation was controlled by illuminating the PC laser with polarized 532 nm light
from a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser. As the PAP oriented itself orthogonally
with respect to the writing laser polarization, the LC molecules were in turn oriented
parallel to the polymer layer (see figure 4.26). Immediately after spin-coating, the
PAP possessed a planar orientation [97] but invariably underwent photobleaching [96]
as it was repeatedly written throughout the measurement process. A typical mea-
surement cycle consisted of first locating the sample to be tested with low intensity
white light. A polarizer was inserted during this stage to prevent photobleaching and
to initialize the PAP to a known state. Next, the PAP orientation was adjusted with
the green laser and the PC cavity was then optically pumped with the near-IR laser
diode. The laser spectra were then recorded with an OSA.
L-L curves for a cavity which supports two high-Q lasing modes after LC infiltra-
tion are shown in figure 4.27. These L-L curves were taken using the same cavity as
the one in the Q-switching experiment discussed below. The curves for each mode
were taken with the PAP/LC optimized for that mode. Furthermore, the pump po-
sition was set to equalize the output from each (optimized) mode at a particular
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Figure 4.26: Schematic representation of the LC reorientation via PAP photoinduced alignment.
The PAP oriented itself orthogonally (along X axis) with respect to the writing laser polarization
direction (Y axis), which in turn induced a similar alignment in the LC.
pump power. Spectra recorded using the same cavity are shown in figures 4.28 and
4.29. Figure 4.28 reveals the polarization nature of the lasing modes. The spectra
were recorded using a polarizer rotated at various orientations and indicate that the
modes were orthogonally and linearly polarized, in agreement with the FDTD simu-
lations. After verifying the polarization properties, we were now able to implement
the Q-switching strategy. Figure 4.29 shows spectra taken with no polarizer and with
several different PAP orientations. Initially the PAP was aligned along the Y axis.
As the PAP’s orientation was rotated from the Y to the X axis, the LC in contact
with the PAP underwent the same rotation, and this realignment propagated through
the bulk LC in the cladding layer above the laser cavity. Due to the cavity modes’
orthogonality, as the LC was rotated from the Y axis to the X axis, one cavity mode
experienced a maximum cladding index (ne) whereas the other mode experienced a
minimum in the refractive index (no). As the refractive index of one mode increased,
its lasing wavelength red-shifted and its Q decreased until the lasing was quenched by
a combination of increased losses and gain competition with the other mode. Con-
versely, the orthogonal mode’s resonance blue-shifted and its Q increased until that
mode was driven above threshold and started lasing. Thus, rotating the LC switched
the laser output from one polarized mode to the other. This switching between lasing
cavity modes effectively amplified control over the spectral emission range of the cav-
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Figure 4.27: L-L curves taken for cavity supporting two high-Q cavity modes after LC infiltration.
The LC orientation was optimized for each cavity mode before that mode’s curve was acquired. The
pump position was chosen such that the two modes had roughly equal output powers when each was
optimized and pumped at the power level at which the Q-switching experiments were conducted.
This explains why the two modes’ curves cross even though they have different thresholds. The
specifically chosen pumping position results in different perceived differential quantum efficiencies
(e.g., through different pumping, coupling, and collection efficiencies) for the two modes, which leads
to the different slopes and the ultimate crossing of the curves.
ity far beyond what would be possible by tuning the effective cavity path length of a
single mode. The switching in the PC lasers was both reversible and reproducible as
supported by many switching cycles with little loss in fidelity.
Unlike the PC lasers discussed in the previous chapter, the vast majority (∼90%)
of devices based on the new cavity design lased after LC infiltration. This turned out
to be crucial because of the improbability of finding a device with the appropriate
characteristics to yield good Q-switching behavior. For instance, not only did a device
need to have the two dipole modes lase, but they also both needed to switch when
the LC was rotated. Furthermore, the resonances needed to be closely spaced so that
high resolution spectra could be simultaneously recorded for both resonances during
the switching process. In the end, locating a device which satisfied all of these criteria
was difficult and ultimately required the manual characterization of approximately
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Figure 4.28: Confirmation of orthogonally polarized lasing modes. (a) The laser spectra was taken
with PAP/LC aligned with the Y axis, and the collected light was passed through a polarizer oriented
at various angles. The collected power was maximized with the polarizer oriented at 0o (X axis) and
minimized at 90o (Y axis), which indicated the resonance was the X polarized dipole mode. (b) The
laser spectra taken with the same conditions as in (a) but with the PAP/LC aligned with the X axis.
The collected power was maximized with the polarizer oriented at 90o (Y axis) and minimized at 0o
(X axis), which indicated the resonance was the Y polarized dipole mode. For clarity, figure 4.12 is
reproduced as insets to (a) and (b) and shows the simulated cavity mode polarization profiles.
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Figure 4.29: Experimental realization of Q-switching. The laser spectra was taken after the PAP
writing laser aligned the PAP/LC at several orientations. After writing at 0o (PAP writing laser
polarized along X axis which caused PAP/LC to orient along Y axis), emission was maximized for the
X polarized mode and minimized for the Y polarized mode. As the PAP writing laser polarization
was rotated towards 90o, the cladding refractive index for the X mode increased, raising losses until
the lasing was quenched and emission terminated. Meanwhile, the Y mode experienced a decreasing
refractive index, which lowered cavity losses and drove the mode above threshold and lased.
4000 devices.
4.5.5 Q-Switching Regimes
The previous discussion pertaining to the device requirements alludes to the possibil-
ity of different Q-switching (or no switching) regimes. Before we discuss the multitude
of possible switching scenarios, we will first briefly discuss how the modes interact
with each other. Although the modes do not have identical spatial field distributions,
they do overlap in the semiconductor slab (see figure 4.30) and therefore compete
with each other for photons emitted by the quantum wells. This competition (or
decreased gain) raises the thresholds of both modes than they would otherwise be
if only one mode existed. Although this interaction between the modes may play a
role in some Q-switching scenarios, possibilities do exist where the Q-switching still
occurs with essentially no interaction between the cavity modes.
Keeping in mind that Q-switching is implemented through a combination of tun-
ing the relative Qs of cavity modes and gain competition between the modes, several
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Figure 4.30: Simulation of modal field overlap. Electric field magnitude for (a) X dipole and (b)
Y dipole modes. The overlap of the two modes is visualized by plotting the product of the two
field magnitudes (c). The modal overlap within the quantum well material is a source of the gain
competition the two modes experience.
scenarios can be envisioned. The scenarios discussed below only include the ones
where both modes can lase under certain conditions, albeit not necessarily simulta-
neously. For added clarity, figure 4.31 shows the different Q-switching regimes as a
function of cavity mode Qs, and table 4.2 summarizes the most significant aspects
about each one. The discussion of the different regimes progresses from regimes with
the highest mode Qs to the regimes with the lowest Qs where possible. The first (I)
and rather uninteresting regime consists of both modes exhibiting a sufficiently high
innate cavity Q such that they both lase regardless of the LC orientation. Obviously,
no switching behavior is possible and nothing interesting can be observed in this case.
A slightly more interesting scenario (II) is where only one mode always lases whereas
the second mode is quenched for some LC orientations. In this scenario, the lower-Q
mode can be observed to quench by rotating the LC. Due to gain competition with
the higher-Q mode, the lower-Q mode is quenched with loss levels lower than they
would be in the case if the other mode did not exist.
More interesting scenarios include the following three where both cavity modes
exhibit intermediate Qs such that they both can be quenched given certain LC ori-
entations. First, we consider the case (III) where there exists an intermediate LC
orientation such that both modes lase but each mode can still be quenched when the
LC is oriented at one of the extrema.9 Again due to gain competition, the net effect
9For example, one mode is quenched when the LC is oriented along the X axis and the other mode is quenched
when the LC is oriented along the Y axis.
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Figure 4.31: Schematic of Q-switching regimes. This figure shows the qualitative relationship be-
tween the Q-switching regime in which a cavity operates and the Qs of the two modes supported by
the cavity. The labeling of the regimes are consistent with those discussed in the text and in table
4.2. The borders between the various regimes are drawn figuratively and are not meant to be taken
literally.
Table 4.2: Classification of various Q-switching regimes and their experimental signatures.
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Figure 4.32: Illustration of possible Q-switching hysteresis. For cavities operating in regime IV (see
4.31 and table 4.2), the onset of lasing in one mode coincides with the quenching of the other mode.
Such cavities may exhibit hysteresis as shown in the above plot. For instance, let the cavity be
initially optimized for the X mode (i.e., LC oriented along Y axis). The lasing output is originally
due to the X mode but eventually switches to the Y mode as the cavity is smoothly modified
and optimized for the Y mode (dotted curves). Now, as the cavity optimization is reversed (solid
lines) the output switches back to the X mode, but the transition occurs at a different degree of
optimization (i.e., LC orientation) than the previous transition. This proposed hysteresis is believed
to be possible because of the gain competition between the modes. The lasing mode derives extra
gain due to the field enhancement and so can remain lasing at higher loss levels than is required for
it to initially lase.
is that each mode is quenched at loss levels lower than it would otherwise be in the
case if the other mode did not exist. Perhaps the most interesting regime (IV) is
where the onset of lasing for one mode coincides with the quenching of the other and
vice versa. In this regime, the LC orientation corresponding to the switching is not a
constant but rather demonstrates path dependence. This path dependence is due to
the extra gain a lasing mode derives from optical field enhancement [15]. With the
extra gain captured by the lasing mode, that mode will quench at a higher loss level
than the loss level at which it begins lasing due to the competition with the other
mode. Experimentally this should be observed as a hysteresis in the switching orien-
tation (see figure 4.32). The last scenario (V) occurs when both cavity modes have
even lower Qs and can both lase given an optimal LC orientation, but no orientation
exists such that simultaneous lasing occurs. In this case, the Q switching still occurs
but the presence of one mode does not significantly affect the other.
The Q-switching regime in which a laser is operated is not entirely dependent
upon the innate cavity mode Qs, but may also be influenced by pump beam param-
eters. For example, increasing the pump power (e.g., increasing power, duty cycle,
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Figure 4.33: Schematic showing how adjusting the pumping parameters for PC lasers influence the
Q-switching regime in which the cavity operates. The red line indicates the control obtained by
varying the pump power. The lasers’ pump power affects the gain for both modes equally, and its
effect is represented by artificially changing (increasing or decreasing) the cavity Qs. The blue line
indicates the control obtained by the positioning of the pump beam. The pump position affects
the coupling efficiency of the light emitted by the quantum well material into the cavity modes
and is represented by artifically changing (increasing or decreasing) the cavity Qs. Although the
pump position can be used to impact both modes equally, changing the pump position is most
effective for favoring one mode over the other (which is why the blue line is drawn orthogonal to
the red). Therefore, adjusting both the pump power and position in concert is an effective method
of controlling a cavity’s Q-switching regime.
frequency of pulses, etc.) can initially increase the gain of both modes until the
laser is pumped and heated to the point of increasing non-radiative Auger recombi-
nation [104–106] losses that balance any further gain. Increasing the pump power
beyond this point will decrease the gain for both cavity modes. Another method of
actively influencing the switching regime is to change the pump location on the sam-
ple. By pumping the cavity away from its symmetry axes, the two modes’ relative
pumping and coupling efficiencies can be controlled. The combination of these two
methods provides the experimentalist with significant latitude in operating the lasers
in the Q-switching regime of interest. Figure 4.33 is a modified version of figure 4.31
and schematically shows how changing the pumping parameters can influence a laser
cavity’s Q-switching regime.
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4.6 Electrical Implementation of Q-Switching
While working on the optically triggered Q-switched PC laser utilizing PAP to align
the LC, a more traditional implementation was also investigated where advanced
electrodes for generating electric fields were used to align the LC. Although the PAP
method was ultimately successful and the electrically triggered scheme never tested,
most of the processing steps were optimized and are included here for completeness.
First of all, to implement the Q-switching the LC in the top cladding layer must
be able to reversibly rotate by 90o. This control can be achieved with two pairs
of electrodes deposited on top of the PC (see figure 4.9). By adjusting the relative
voltage across the electrode pairs, the LC can be rotated as required within the
plane of the PC. The primary challenge to fabricating the two electrode pairs is the
requirement they be electrically isolated from the semiconducting wafer and also from
each other, given the restriction of planar fabrication processing. A collection of 4
masks (2 electrode and 2 isolation layers) were devised for a multilayered lithography
process to achieve the proper electrode configuration and electrical isolation. Photo-
sensitive polyimide was investigated for use as definable dielectric layers to isolate the
electrodes. The electrode fabrication sequence begins with a completely processed PC
laser sample and then as follows: define first polyimide isolation layer and cure, define
the first electrode pattern, evaporate electrodes and do lift-off, define second polyimide
isolation layer and cure, define the second electrode pattern, evaporate electrodes and
do lift-off, and wirebond the pads. A schematic of the fabrication steps and the mask
layouts are shown in figure 4.34 and 4.35. The electrodes were designed to connect
many devices simultaneously. The number of parallel connections is a compromise
between connecting too many devices and risking a short ruining the entire sample
and connecting too few devices which causes laborious wire bonding and testing.
The photo-sensitive polyimide (PI2723 from HD Microsystems10) was chosen be-
cause it eliminated processing steps by serving both as a dielectric layer and as a
photoresist for patterning. The processing procedure for the polyimide films involves
first thinning the polyimide (T9039) and spinning the resist on the sample. The final
10All of the polyimide processing chemicals are from HD Microsystems.
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Figure 4.34: Schematic illustrating electrode fabrication procedure with polyimide isolation layers.
(a) The process begins with a fully fabricated PC sample. (b) The first polyimide dielectric layer is
patterned around the PC lasers and cured. (c) Next, the first electrode mask pattern is transferred
into photoresist (not shown) on top of the polyimide layer. Electrodes are then evaporated and
the remaining photoresist dissolved using standard lift-off processing techniques. The first electrode
mask contains the 2 electrodes required to make the first electrode pair. (d) Next, the second
polyimide isolation layer is patterned and cured. (e) Lastly, the second electrode mask is then used
with another lift-off process to create the second pair of electrodes. Note that two of the electrodes
are wired together so both pairs share a common ground. The second polyimide layer serves to isolate
the electrodes from the previous ones (where appropriate). The positive slope of the polyimide film
means the electrodes can be evaporated on top of both cured polyimide layers simultaneously and
remain contiguous (e). Consequently, the second pair of electrodes are evaporated onto the same
level as the first around the PC, as required to generate the planar electric fields needed for the
Q-switching implementation. By studying the polyimide and electrode masks shown in figure 4.35,
one can see how the various layers fit together to create the electrode structure schematically shown
in (e).
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Figure 4.35: Schematic of masks for electrode fabrication. (a) The full mask plates with all the mask
layers superimposed on each other. The PCs are in the middle of the masks and the electrode leads
extend outward to the wirebonding pads around the perimeter. (b) A close-up showing the mask
layers surrounding several PCs. (c) A close-up showing the detailed electrode structure around a
single PC cavity. (d)-(g) This sequence of images shows the electrode and isolation layer progression
around a single PC. The first mask (d) defines the initial polyimide layer used to isolate the electrodes
from the PC semiconductor slab. The second mask (e) produces the first set of electrodes. The third
mask (f) defines the second isolation layer that primarily isolates the two electrode layers from each
other. The fourth mask (g) patterns the second set of electrodes around the PC. Note the two sets
of electrodes have a common ground.
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(post-cure) film thickness can be controlled by adjusting the thinner concentration
and spinning RPM. Films as thin as 200 nm are allegedly possible, but the thinnest
we ever obtained was 500 nm (5 mL polyimide, 1.5 mL thinner, 10,000 RPM). The
following processing parameters are for the same polyimide concentration but spun
at 5000 RPM. The resist is soft baked at 75oC for 4 minutes, exposed for 20 sec-
onds, immersed in pure developer (DE6180) for 15 seconds, then half-developer and
half-rinse (R19180) for 7 seconds, and then pure rinse for 20 seconds. The polyimide
is then cured in a tube furnace by ramping the temperature to 300oC in air for 25
minutes, then to 350oC in nitrogen for 10 minutes, and then cooled in nitrogen to
room temperature. The curing shrinks the film thickness by about half and trans-
forms the polyimide into a very robust, chemically inert material which can survive
further processing steps. A negative photoresist is preferable for the electrode lift-off
process because it is easier for alignment. The negative resist used in the ring res-
onator fabrication procedure (chapter 2) can be used but a thicker resist is preferable
(see below).
All of the processing steps were successfully implemented on InP test wafers with
the exception of the final wirebond step. A concern with wirebonding is that the
heat generated during the bonding process may cause the gold pads to delaminate
from the polyimide. A potential solution to this problem (if it occurs) is to evaporate
thick pads. To this end, specialized lift-off resists (LOR) from MicroChem were
considered. These resists can easily be spun to thicknesses of at least 6 µm. Lastly,
a potential problem which may arise when using actual undercut PC samples is that
the fragile membranes may collapse during the multiple spinning steps. This can
be circumvented by either designing more robust suspended structures (see figure
4.36) or by not undercutting the PC structure with HCl until after the electrodes are
deposited. Polyimide is impermeable to HCl and so should be minimally affected by
the undercutting step.
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Figure 4.36: Scanning electron micrograph of a PC sample with redesigned etch guides. The modified
etch guides are designed to make the sample more resilient to multiple spin processing steps as
compared to original “peninsula design” (see figure 4.10).
4.7 Discussion and Conclusion
The tuning of each individual cavity resonance seen in figure 4.29 (X polarized ∼1.4
nm, Y polarized ∼1.5 nm) is attributed to changes in the effective optical path lengths
experienced by the cavity modes due to the rotating LC (analogous to the tuning
achieved in the electrical tuning method discussed in the previous chapter). Given
the magnitude of the resonance shifts, FDTD computer simulations suggest that only
the LC in the top cladding layer follows the PAP orientation. The LC in the PC
holes experiences relatively strong surface anchoring, which inhibits the cladding LC
orientation from propagating into the PC holes [20, 77]. As mentioned previously,
one possibility for circumventing this limitation in the future is to eliminate the LC
and instead infiltrate the PC with the PAP itself. Infiltrating directly with the PAP
may overcome the surface anchoring effects present within the confined geometries
of PC holes because the underlying alignment mechanism for PAP (photo-induced
isomerization cycles) is fundamentally different than for LC. The ability to control
the orientation of PAP, LC, or some other birefringent material in the holes of a PC
would not only significantly increase optical-path-length-based tuning, but could also
enable more sophisticated switching behavior in PC cavities supporting more modes
by increasing the selectivity between the modes. As the number of modes a cavity
supports is increased, the ability to discriminate between them using their polariza-
tion structure diminishes. Controlling the orientation of the infiltrated birefringent
material within the PC holes or simply using materials with increased birefringence
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Figure 4.37: Schematic and gain spectra for proposed interleaved quantum well structure. a)
Schematic showing a PC constructed from a slab containing an interleaved quantum well struc-
ture with one set of quantum wells optimized for emission at 1450 nm and the other at 1550 nm.
b) An illustrative plot of the proposed quantum well gain spectra. Each set of quantum wells con-
tributes one peak to the gain spectra and the peaks are arbitrarily separated by 100 nm. Gaussian
distributions are used to represent the individual gain spectra peaks and are chosen merely for
illustrative purposes.
can potentially compensate for this and enable more complex switching in the lasers.
One characteristic of the Q-switching technique is that it largely decouples the
control over the range of emission wavelengths from the birefringence of the infiltrated
material. Consequently, the wavelength switching range of the PC laser is not limited
by the birefringence of the infiltrated material, but ultimately may be limited by the
quantum well gain spectra. Future enhancements in the quantum well structure
and cavity design can potentially further increase the wavelength switching range far
beyond the observed 7 nm. Lasing after LC infiltration requires maximal gain and
minimal loss, and both lasing modes are observed close to 1.55 µm, the engineered
maximum of the quantum well emission. If the grown quantum well structure is re-
designed to exhibit two distinct maxima in the gain spectra and if the orthogonally
polarized PC cavity modes can be designed to coincide with these gain maxima, then
the laser emission can, in principle, be switched over a considerably larger wavelength
range and may exceed 100 nm (see figure 4.37).
Beyond increasing the wavelength range over which the lasers can be switched,
future studies can investigate temporal stability of the switching process. Keeping in
mind the PAP and LC switching timescales are orders of magnitude longer than the
pumping cycles, such studies are confined to investigating slowly evolving phenomena.
One possibility includes using an electrically pumped lasing cavity’s intense optical
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field to align either the LC or the PAP. The lasing field will preferentially align the LC
to favor an orthogonally polarized mode. This may potentially lead to self-oscillation
of the cavity and spontaneously switch the laser emission between the multiple cavity
modes. On the other hand, infiltrating a PC laser with a PAP that can be aligned by
the light emitted by the laser could lead to a stabilizing effect. The PAP would align
in such a way as to favor the dominant cavity mode, thereby stabilizing that mode
at the expense of the other cavity modes.
The integration of nanophotonics with birefringent nonlinear materials enables the
complete utilization of polarization as a degree of freedom and may form the basis of
future integrated opto-fluidic systems. In particular, the Q-switched PC lasers may
potentially fulfill a variety of scientific and technological needs. For example, the
lasers can serve as polarization sensitive optically triggered switches within optical
information processing architectures. Furthermore, since the PAP orientation is sta-
ble, no external energy or input, such as an electrostatic field, is required for the laser
to maintain its lasing wavelength and polarization. Liquid crystal PC laser arrays
can also serve as an optical re-programmable read-only memory elements. More sig-
nificantly, the successful integration of LC and PAP (itself a material with enormous
potential with photonics integration [91, 96]) in the creation of the Q-switched PC
laser illuminates the extraordinary design freedom and capabilities of PC cavities and
further demonstrates the full potential of integrating semiconductor nanophotonics
with nonlinear optical fluids and polymers.
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